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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
During the course of recent history, public 
education has been through many societal trends. The 
most Lecent of these is a time of mounting awareness 
for public ecucation cor.cerning the role it was to play 
in society. Serious concerns pertaining to the level 
of performance have come to the fore. Many articles 
and studies ~ere p11blished q~estioning the ability of 
public education t~ ~erform its cask of producing a 
literate populace. The moat comprehensive and 
condemning of these studies was 'ublished in 1984. 
According to the National Cc~mission on Excellence in 
Education ''cur Nation is at risk because of the rising 
tide of mediocrity which exists in our schools."1 This 
cJcriemnation of 0ur public educati~n system was 
f ollow~d by other studies equally critical of the state 
of education. In conjunction ~ith the criticism, 
numerous recommendations were made for the improvement 
of the public education system. The recommendations 
included, but were not limited to, lengthening of 
1 Report of National Commissicn on Excellence in 
Education, A Nation at ~isk: The Imperative for . 
Education Reform, Supe:intendent of Documents, U. S. 
Government Printing Office, Washington D. C., 1984 
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the school day and year, and improving salaries so 
that are professionally competitive, market sensitive, 
and performance based.2 In an effort to placate the 
critics, many states began to overhaul the entire 
public education system with massive changes in 
curriculum, programming and funding. These reform 
packages were, in many cases very directly related to 
the recommendations in the Nation at Risk report. Some 
of the measures implemented included teacher competency 
testing, student competency testing, increased 
graduation requirements, and performance based salary 
packages for teachers. 
Because of the nature of the reform initiatives, 
many school districts became caught by the factors of 
declining enrollments, declining funding, and greater 
accountability to the public. In Iowa, the Department 
of Education addressed the problem with a document 
called the revised Educational Standards. Many of the 
provisions in the revised state standards focused on the 
same issues addressed in the recommendation portion of 
the Nation at Risk. The major issues in the state 
standards address academic programming for elementary 
and secondary students. Other provisions of the 
standards relate to school calendar and contract days, 
2 Ibid. 
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school operation, staffing, certification and training 
of teachers and administrators. The most severely 
affected school districts in Iowa are rural. Iowa has 
436 school districts at this writing. Over half of 
these districts have an elementary average daily 
membership fewer than 500. As graduation requirements 
increase and the student population decreases many 
districts are unable to support the required programs. 
In some cases the technology of cable television has 
allowed for limited use of interactive cable to provide 
inter-district classes at the secondary level. This 
however, did not address the majority of districts nor 
the magnitude of the problem. This led to talk about 
district reorganization and consolidation. 
Statement of The Problem 
The purpose of this study was to analyze the 
relationship between student achievement and a variety 
of school and geographic factors in selected rural Iowa 
school districts. 
Procedure 
Iowa currently has 436 K-12 school districts. 
These were compared against a preset selection 
criteria. The school districts included in this study 
3 
needed to operate with a single elementary attendance 
center with a grade range of K-6. A review of Iowa 
Department of Educations' Basic Educational Data Survey 
indicated that schools meeting those criteria ranged in 
enrollment from 47 students to 519 students. They were 
fairly well distributed geographically throughout the 
state. The purpose for the single elementary 
attendance center for each district rests with the fact 
that the study used the 1986 adjusted gross income 
figure (line 26 of the Iowa 1040 form or line 4 of the 
Iowa 1040A) for individuals residing within each of the 
identified school districts as a measure of 
socioeconomic status. Limiting the sample to one 
elementary building districts, the study was able to 
minimize a number of uncontrollable variables, 
including but not limited to, individual building 
wealth. 
The achievement scores were the grade equivalents 
of the complete composite portion of the Iowa Test of 
Basic Skills for sixth grade pupils. The researcher 
felt that sixth grade should consistently be the exit 
grade for the schools involved with this study. The 
Iowa Department of Education was able to provide a 
complete listing of school districts and their 
organization. There were 175 school districts in Iowa 
that met those characteristics. The researcher then 
4 
contacted all 175 districts and asked them to submit a 
voluntary report of the current 1987-1988 sixth grade 
class "complete composite" N (number of students taking 
the test), !GE (Iowa grade equivalent), AVG/IPR (average 
Iowa percentile for pupils, not schools). Also 
required was the norm period the test was administered 
i.e. fall, midyear, or spring. Each letter of request 
was personalized to the receiving district. The letter 
included a stamped self-addressed envelope and a sample 
of the Iowa Test report from which the requested data 
could be found, as well as a form on which the data 
could be recorded and returned. One hundred twenty-
four usable responses were returned. 
Further data were then collected for those one 
hundred twenty-four schools. Those data came from 
three main sources: The Iowa Department of Education, 
the Iowa Department of Revenue, and the Iowa Department 
of Management. The data per school district included 
1. pupil teacher ratio, 2. certified staff experience, 
3. average transportation time for elementary students, 
4. student achievement, 5. size of contributing 
town/city, 6. per pupil allocation, 7. pupil mobility, 
8. average daily attendance, 9. school size, 10. 
socioeconomic status, 11. state contribution, 12. 
administrative intensity, 13. Area Education Agency 
number, 14. geographic quadrant. Each dependent 
5 
variable was then placed in a rationally derived factor 
group. Those groups were as follows: 
School Factors - Pupil Teacher Ratio, Certified Staff 
Experience, School Size 
Student Factors - Average Daily Attendance, Pupil 
Mobility, Achievement 
Fiscal Factors - Per Pupil Expenditures, State 
Contribution, Socioeconomic Status 
Geographic Factors - Town Size, Geographical Location, 
Average Transportation Time, Area Education Agency 
Research Questions 
The study concerned itself with the following four 
research questions. 
Research Question 1: Does Administrative 
Intensity have an effect on selected 
dependent measures? 
Research Question 2: Does the geographical 
quadrant have an effect on selected dependent 
measures? 
Research Question 3: Does the Area Education 
Agency have an effect on selected dependent 
6 
measures? 
Research Question 4: Do any of the dependent 
variables predict academic achievement as measured 
by the complete composite score on the Iowa Test 
of Basic Skills? 
Definition of Terms 
The following terms were used in the study. 
Administrative Intensity 
The responsibility of the line administrator for 
the elementary attendance center. Either full 
time or shared responsibility. 
Certified Staff Experience 
The total amount of certified teaching experience 
the staff of the attendance center had expressed 
as an average of years over teachers. 
Pupil Teacher Ratio 
The ratio of certified staff to students within the 
attendance center. 
Community Economy Base 
Property tax levies for local schools by class of 
property. Including residential, agricultural 
land, commercial, or industrial. 
7 
Size of Contributing Town/City 
The population of the city/town where the 
attendance center is located. 
Geographical Location 
The quadrant of the state in which the school 
district is located. 
Area Education Agency 
The Area Education Agency number that serves the 
school district. (AEA) 
Average Transportation Time 
The average amount of time the typical elementary 
student rides a school bus one way to or from the 
attendance center. 
Average Daily Attendance 
The average daily attendance factor for the 
individual building. This is expressed as a 
percentage of average daily membership 
(enrollment) divided by the average daily 
attendance (students present). 
Pupil Mobility 
Expressed as a percentage of enrollment divided by 
average daily membership. 
School Size 
The total enrollment of regular elementary 
classrooms grades kindergarten through sixth. 
8 
per Pupil Allocation 
This reflects the per pupil amount, based on 
average daily membership of each schools 
district's revenue account, to the total operating 
fund revenue. 
State Contribution 
The amount, expressed in percent of total state 
sources (lines 600-699 page 3 of Secretaries 
Annual Report) to the total revenue fund. 
Socioeconomic Status (SES) 
This is reported for the district as an average of 
total income of line 26 of the Iowa 1040 form or 
line 4 of the Iowa 1040A (adjusted gross income) 
from within the school district's boundaries 
divided by the number of returns filed within the 
school district's boundaries. 
Student Achievement (ACH) 
The Iowa Grade equivalent from the Iowa Test of 
Basic Skills expressed as an average for the 
pupils, not the school. The scores are expressed 
consistently as fall norms for the purpose of this 
study. 
9 
Limitations of the Study 
The ability to generalize the results of this 
study may be limited by the following factors. The 
school districts involved in this study were all public 
schools, rural in nature, in the state of Iowa. The 
schools, by the design of this study were in school 
districts where there was only one elementary 
attendance center. All of the schools had a grade 
range of kindergarten through sixth grade. There were 
175 schools qualifying for this study, however, only 
124 returned usable data. 
The search of the related literature was done in 
libraries on the campuses of Loyola University of 
Chicago, the University of Iowa, and computer 
communication with Dialog2 information systems using 
ERIC and Dissertation Abstract files. 
Organization of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to analyze the 
relationship between student achievement and a variety 
of school and geographic factors in selected rural Iowa 
school districts. This study is presented in a five 
chapter format. Chapter I has presented an 
introduction, a statement of the problem, a purpose, a 
10 
procedure, a definition of terms, and the limitations 
of the study. In Chapter II the review of the related 
literature will be presented. The review will look at 
literature as it relates to the variables that are used 
in this study. Chapter II will also look at literature 
that questions some long held research based assumptions 
that educators hold. Chapter III will present the 
methodology as it relates to the study. A review of 
the sampling, population, data collection and 
statistical analysis used in the study. Chapter IV 
contains a presentation and analysis of the data. 
Chapter V will provide a summary, conclusions, and 
recommendations from the study. 
11 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH 
Introduction 
The product of public education is measured as 
student achievement. Commonly this assessment is based 
on standardized student achievement test scores. 
Because of the significance of student achievement to 
the public as the yardstick of school performance 
student achievement and the studies of factors affecting 
student achievement have been one of the most widely 
researched topics in the field of education. The 
purpose of this chapter is to give an overview of 
related literature and research pertaining to the topic 
of this study. The organization of this chapter will 
follow the dependent and independent ·variables selected 
for the study. The study used eleven dependent 
measures and three independent measures. The dependent 
measures were as follows: 
1. pupil teacher ratio, 2. certified staff experience, 
3. average transportation time for elementary students, 
4. student achievement, 5. size of contributing 
town/city, 6. per pupil expenditure, 7. pupil mobility, 
8. average daily attendance, 9. school size, 10. 
12 
socioeconomic status, 11. state contribution. The 
three dependent measures included administrative 
intensity, geographical quadrant of the state, and Area 
Education Agency. In each case the definition of the 
term as defined for the purpose of this study will 
precede each discussion. A review of the literature 
and research base found no study of similar nature 
previously done. 
Literature Review of Variables 
Many of the studies reviewed used some of the 
measures selected by this study. Some of the measures 
were selected for the study based on previous 
literature. In some instances the literature was very 
clear about the measures effect but in many cases there 
was contradicting evidence as to the role the variable 
played in student achievement. Other measures not 
found in literature or research were also used in the 
study. Some of these, such as Area Education Agency 
were State of Iowa specific. 
Socioeconomic Status (SES) 
Socioeconomic status has been a significant topic 
of research for the educational community. Due, in 
large part, to the lack of a consistent definition of 
what socioeconomic status included, the conclusions 
13 
drawn from that research have been conflicting. For the 
purposes of this study the following definition of 
socioeconomic status will be used. An average of total 
income of line 26 of the Iowa 1040 form or line 4 of 
the Iowa 1040A (adjusted gross income) from within the 
school district's boundaries divided by the number of 
returns filed within the school district's boundaries. 
In 1966, Coleman's Equality of Educational Opportunity 
Report summarized the school's effect on students this 
way: 
Differences in school facilities and 
curriculum, which are the major variables by 
which attempts are made to improve schools, 
are so little related to differences in 
achievement levels of students, that with few 
exceptions, their effects fail to appear even 
in a survey of this magnitude.I 
The effect of Coleman's research was that many 
schools accepted the belief that they had little, if 
any, effect on student achievement because of the 
overpowering effect of a student's socioeconomic status 
history. As this sentiment continued to grow, it had 
the effect of popularizing theories such as the 
cultural deprivation theory. The educational community 
used such theories to exonerate their own culpability 
lcoleman, J.S.; Campbell, E.A.; Hobson, 
C.J.;Macpartland, J.; Mood, A.M.; Weinfeld, F.D.; York, 
R.L. Equality of Educational Opportunity. Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966, p. 316 
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for poor student achievement. The Elementary and 
§._econdary Education Act , subsequent amendments and 
legislation were a direct response by the federal 
government to minimize the effect poverty would have on 
the educational process. One of the controversial 
conclusions of Coleman's report was restated by Smith 
(1972) as follows: 
" ••• the amount of school resources correlated 
slightly with poor achievement scores. 
Achievement was related more with school 
attendance with classmates of superior 
educational backgrounds and aspiration."2 
Other research conducted during the same period 
provided additional support for blaming the factors of 
socioeconomic status for poor student achievement. 
Wilson (1968) determined that socioeconomic status 
accounted for the third greatest variance in sixth 
grade reading achievement scores behind only race and 
neighborhood.3 Fox and Gallimore (1976) studied the 
effects of socioeconomic status at very early ages in 
education by looking at preschool and kindergarten 
students. Their analyses led to the conclusion that 
"SES is clearly more important to kindergarten 
2Smith, S. Marshall. Equality of Educational 
Opportunity: The Basic Findings Reconsidered. In F. 
Mostseller, and D.D. Moynihan. On Equality of 
Educational Opportunity. New York: Vintage Books, 1972. 
3Wilson, Alan B., "Social Class and Equal 
Educational Opportunity. Harvard Educational Review, 
1968, 38, 77-84. 
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achievement than preschool attendance."4 Findings 
related to low socioeconomic status and low achievement 
~ere starting to be questioned by research throughout 
the early to mid nineteen-seventies. However, in 1979 
the first major research project that disputed the 
relationship of socioeconomic status and achievement 
was presented to the American Educational Research 
Association by Karl White. White performed a 
meta-analysis involving over 100 studies that yielded 
636 correlation coefficients. The findings indicated 
that the relationship between socioeconomic status and 
achievement is much weaker than people have assumed and 
that the variance in reported correlations between 
socioeconomic status and achievement was due to the 
fact that most of the significant variables which 
influence the strength of the correlation were directly 
under the researcher's control.5 Also in 1979, and 
contrary to White's research was a study done by 
Creamer and Lorentz. SES was again one of the 
4Fox, Candace; Gallimore, Ronald, The Relationship 
of Preschool Experience and Socioeconomic Status to 
Kindergarten and First Grade Achievement, Technical 
Report #65, (Kamehameha Schools, Honolulu, Hawaii. 
Kamehameha Early Education Project.), 1976, EDRS, 
ED158864, microfiche 
5White, Karl R., "The Relationship Between 
Socioeconomic Status and Academic Achievement." Paper 
presented at the annual meeting of the American 
Educational Research Association, 12 April 1979, (San 
Francisco, CA) EDRS, ED171871, microfiche 
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variables used in measuring student achievement for 
fifth and sixth grade students from Georgia. The 
results of the study indicated that high socioeconomic 
students scored higher in reading achievement that did 
students from low socioeconomic backgrounds.6 Similar 
findings were presented by Shakiba-Nejad and Yellin in 
1981. After examining data on 76 elementary school 
students, a conclusion was drawn that there was "a 
strong positive correlation between a student's SES and 
academic achievement in school."7 During a period 
from 1978 to 1981 Edington and Martellaro studied the 
effect of both ethnicity and socioeconomic status in 
566 New Mexico public schools for grades 5, 8 and 11. 
Their findings concluded that " academic achievement 
appears highly related to socioeconomic status."8 As 
late as 1986 Walberg et al. determined for third, sixth 
and ninth grade students in a range from 261 to 507 
6creamer, Mary; Lorentz, Jeffery L., "Effects of 
Teacher Structure. Teacher Affect, Cognitive Levels of 
Questions, Group Size and Student Social Status on 
Reading Acheivement," Paper presented at the annual 
meeting of the National Reading Conference, November 
29-December 1, 1979, (San Antonio, TX), EDRS,ED185517, 
microfiche 
7shakiba-Nejad, Hadi; Yellin, David, Socioeconomic 
Status, Academic Achievement and Teacher Response, 
1981, 1, Dialog2, ERIC, ED231754 
8Edington, Everett D.; Martellaro, Helena C., 
"Variables Affecting Academic Achievement in New Mexico 
Schools," Paper presented at the annual meeting of the 
American Educational Research Association, 23-27 April 
1984, (New Orleans,LA), EDRS, ED271267, microfiche 
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(depending on grade level and tests) New Jersey 
districts, that: 
"average student test scores were 
significantly associated with the 
socioeconomic status of the districts. 
Higher SES districts, as expected, achieved 
more than lower SES districts."9 
It matters little whether the researcher assumes 
White's (1979) position that socioeconomic status has 
been exaggerated as an influence on student academic 
achievement or the body of other research which 
indicates a high correlation for socioeconomic status 
and student academic achievement. With the apparent 
importance of potential impact of socioeconomic status 
on student academic achievement, SES was chosen as one 
of the variables for analysis in this study. The 
selection of family adjusted gross income was 
influenced by Matuszek and Haskin (1978). In their 
study of second and fifth grade students in Texas they 
found that "the most consistent indicators of children 
with lower achievement were those most "traditionally" 
used for SES-- parental income, education and job 
status."10 
9walberg, Herbert J.; Fowler, William J.,Jr., 
Expenditures and Size Efficiencies of Public School 
Districts, 1986, 1, Dialog2, ERIC, ED274471 
10Matuszek, Paula; Haskin, Christine, "Who Are The 
Disadvantaged and What Should We Do For Them? The 
Relationship of Family Variables to Achievement and 
Some Implications for Educational Programming," Paper 
presented at the annual meeting of the American 
18 
School Size 
The student enrollment of elementary attendance 
centers has been long debated both from educational 
and fiscal perspectives. Currently in the state of 
Iowa, of the 436 public school districts, over half 
have an elementary enrollment of fewer than 500 
students. As school district consolidation discussions 
continue at both the state legislative and local board 
levels, it appeared appropriate to include school size 
as a measure in the study. The school enrollment size 
for schools involved in the study ranged from 47 to 519 
students in average daily membership. The definition 
of school size for the purpose of this study is the 
total enrollment of regular elementary classrooms in a 
kindergarten through sixth grade facility. A look at 
other related studies involving school size follow. 
In a 1983 study, Yap, dealing with a Title 1 program 
concluded that school/project enrollment was a potent 
variable for predicting Title 1 student achievement.11 
Contrary to the conclusions of Yap (1983) were two 
other studies. Primarily because the decision to 
llyap, Kim Onn, "Promoting Evaluation Use Through 
Technical Assistance: An SEA Example," Paper presented 
at the annual meeting of the American Educational 
Research Association, 67, 11-15 April,1983, ERIC, ED229433 
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consolidate schools is of ten based on enrollment Rohr 
(1980) looked at 13,000 students in Montgomery County 
in Maryland in grades kindergarten through sixth. The 
study focused on the standardized achievement scores of 
students in grades three and five. Rohr's findings 
follow: 
"It was found, for all the analyses, that 
elementary school size did not make a 
significant contribution to the variance in 
academic achievement. Also, on the basis of 
the data available and for the students 
tested, it was also concluded that there is 
no elementary school size which maximizes 
academic achievement, nor is there a minimum 
or a maximum elementary school size beyond 
which academic achievement is adversely 
affected."12 
In New Mexico in 1983, again because of the 
movement to small school consolidation, Martellaro and 
Edington studied the effect of school size and academic 
achievement. Five hundred and sixty-six public New 
Mexico schools were involved with the study. The 
findings indicated: 
" that two variables, percentage of students 
eligible for Title 1 in the lower grades and 
the student ethnicity variable in higher 
grades, were far more useful predictors of 
12Rohr, Harry Philip, "An Investigation of 
the Relationship Between Size of Elementary 
Schools and Academic Achievement," (Ed.D. diss., 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University, 1980), 1-3 
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academic achievement in a school than school 
size."13 
Based on similar conditions with regard to small 
school district consolidation in the state of Iowa, the 
variable of school size was identified for this study. 
Pupil Mobility 
Pupil mobility as defined for the purposes of this 
study was the enrollment divided by the average daily 
membership. This factor was represented as a percent. 
Mobility appears in the literature as a consistent 
finding. A study by Benson et al. (1979) looked at 
mobility as it related to sixth grade achievement, 
classroom adjustment and socioeconomic status. One 
conclusions from that study was: 
"As mobility increases, achievement declines. 
Results indicate mobility to be inversely 
related to achievement, adjustment and 
socioeconomic status."14 
Providing additional support to the question of 
mobility affecting student achievement was Miller 
13Martellaro, Helena C.; Edington, Everett, 
"Relationship of School Enrollment Size to 
Academic Achievement in New Mexico," Paper 
presented to the annual meeting of the Rural 
Education Association, 16-18 October, 1983, 
(Manhattan, KS), EDRS, ED234956, microfiche 
14Benson, Gerald P.; etal., "Mobility in 
Sixth Graders as Related to Achievement, 
Adjustment, and Socioeconomic Status," Psychology 
in the Schools 16, no. 3 (1979): 444-47 
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(1986). In a study involving public elementary schools 
in Kansas City, Kansas, Miller predicted performance 
levels for the schools based on socioeconomic factors. 
The study continued with those schools deviating from 
the projection on 67 variables. Miller's conclusions 
were: 
"Results indicated that schools achieving 
higher than expected were smaller, had lower 
pupil mobility, had teachers with more 
structured methods, and had principals and 
students with more positive reading 
attitudes."15 
The potential for high mobility factors in rural 
Iowa school districts resulting from significant 
enrollment decreases and poor agricultural economies in 
the state led to the inclusion of mobility as a 
dependent variable for this study. 
Administrative Intensity 
When referred to in this study, administrative 
intensity is defined as the responsibility of the 
elementary line administrator either as full time or 
part time. The role of the elementary principal 
although constantly being researched is also constantly 
changing. Moody and Amos (1975) found that the role of 
15Miller, John W.; et al., "Public Elementary 
Schools Which Deviate from the Traditional 
SES-Achievement Relationship," Education Research 
Quarterly 10, no. 3 (1986): 31-50 
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the principal when extensively engaged in team planning 
was significant to the achievement of the students at 
the school.16 The question would follow if a part time 
administrator could become extensively engaged in team 
planning. The teacher's perception of the principal's 
role is also well studied. As part of a three year 
study in the Seattle School District and the University 
of Washington, Andrews et al. (1986) used disaggregated 
for ethnicity and SES achievement scores of students in 
67 public elementary schools. Their conclusions were: 
"The findings of this study suggest that 
teachers' perceptions of the principal as 
instructional leader are critical to the 
reading and mathematics achievement of 
students, particularly among historically 
low-achieving groups of students."17 
Again, the question of how part time principal 
would be perceived is important. The current 
recommendations in the Revised State Educational 
Standards for Iowa include the requirement that all 
elementary schools be staffed with a full time 
16Moody, Lamar; Amos, Nil G., The Impact of 
Principal Involvement in Instructional Planning with 
Teacher Teams on Academic Achievement of Elementary 
School Pupils. Mississippi State University, State 
College, Bureau of Educational Research, 1975, EDRS, ED116298 
17Andrews, Richard L.; et al., "Principal 
Roles, Other In-School Variables, and Academic 
Achievement by Ethinicity and SES." Paper 
presented to the annual meeting of the American 
Educational Research Association, 16-20 April 
1986, (San Francisco, CA), EDRS, ED268664, microfiche 
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administrator. The revision states: 
670-4.4(4) Required administrative 
personnel. Each board that operates both an 
elementary school and a secondary school 
shall employ as its executive officer and 
chief administrator a person who holds a 
certificate endorsed for service as a 
superintendent. The board of a school 
district may meet this requirement by 
contracting with its area education agency 
for ''superintendency services" as provided by 
the Iowa Code section 273.7A. The individual 
employed or contracted for as superintendent 
cannot also serve as a principal in that 
school or school district. Boards of school 
districts may jointly employ a 
superintendent, provided such arrangements 
comply with the provisions of Iowa Code 
subsection 279.23(4).18 
The revised standards which are part of the Iowa 
Administrative Code are published with an effective 
date of July 1, 1989. Currently many of the smaller 
buildings in Iowa have part time administrators. Many 
serve in the capacity of Superintendent/Elementary 
Principal. The financial effect of a full time 
administrator may hasten the consolidation discussions 
already taking place. The purpose of the inclusion of 
this variable in the study was to determine the effect 
a full time administrator versus a part time 
administrator has on student achievement in the schools 
examined. 
Average Daily Attendance (ADA) 
18Iowa Administrative Code, section 256.17. 
and 256.670-4.4(4), 1835, 1988 
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Average daily attendance is defined for the 
purposes of this study as average daily membership 
(enrollment) divided by the average daily attendance 
(students present) and is represented in the study as a 
percent. A study done by Taylor (1980) looked at the 
factors absenteeism, and mobility in an urban Michigan 
school district. The population was represented by a 
stratified random sample of five hundred-fifteen sixth 
grade students. Taylor's conclusions were: 
"There were significant differences in 
performance on the MAT among students with 
different levels of absenteeism; that is, 
students of average and above average SES 
having high levels of absenteeism showed 
statistically high losses in academic 
achievement while students of below average 
SES showed significantly lower achievement 
levels in the MAT scores, regardless of 
attendance level. This may indicate that 
attendance levels by themselves, without 
other enrichment, did not increase 
achievement for below average SES students."19 
Additionally, Shakiba-Nejad and Yellin (1981) in 
their study of 76 elementary students in Oklahoma" ••• 
attributed poor academic achievement in part to the 
19Taylor, Robert Lewis, " A Two-Year Study of 
the Effect of Absenteeism and Mobility on the 
Sixth Grade Achievement in an Integrated School 
District," (Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 
1980), vol. 41/05-A, Dissertation Abstracts 
International, 35, Dialog2 
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fact that lower SES students have very poor attendance 
records." 20 
Per Pupil Allocation 
This study defines per pupil allocation as the per 
pupil amount, based on daily membership, of each school 
districts' revenue account, to the total operating fund 
revenue. There is a discrepancy in the research as to 
the effect per pupil allocations have on student 
achievement. Yap (1983) suggest that per pupil cost is 
a "potent variable for predicting Title 1 student 
achievement."21 Walberg and Fowler (1986) however 
colluded: 
"Per-student expenditures on education were 
insignificantly associated with achievement 
test scores, so low spending districts on 
average achieved as efficiently as high 
spending districts. 11 22 
They continue to state that "In general, the 
smaller the district, the higher the achievement when 
SES and per-student expenditures were taken into 
20shakiba-Nejad, Hadi; Yellin, David, 
Socioeconomic Status, Academic Achievement and Teacher 
Response, 1981, 1, Dialog2, ERIC, ED231754 
21Yap, Kim Onn, "Promoting Evaluation Use Through 
Technical Assistance: An SEA Example," Paper presented 
at the annual meeting of the American Educational 
Research Association, 67th, Montreal, Quebec, 11-15 
April 1983, ERIC, ED229433 
22walberg, Herbert T.; Fowler, William J. 
Jr., Expenditures and Size Efficiencies of Public 
School Districts, 1986, 1, Dialog2, ERIC, ED274471 
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account. 11 23 In an attempt to determine the effect per 
student allocation has on the population of this study, 
it has been included as a dependent measure. 
The following measures have also been included in 
the study as issues of question. Many of the folowing 
variables are at the center of many consolidation 
discussions and all remain as very important 
considerations for schools throughout the state. 
The impact on student achievement for the types of Iowa 
schools involved in this study remain undefined. The 
variable definition for the purpose of the study have 
been included. Some of the definitions indicate that 
they are Iowa specific by nature. 
Pupil Teacher Ratio 
Pupil Teacher ratio has been defined as the ratio 
of certified staff to students within the attendance 
center. 
Student Achievement 
The fall norms of the Iowa grad~ equivalent from 
the Iowa Test of Basic Skills expressed as an average 
for the pupils, not the school, was the standard of 
student achievement for this study. 
Certified Staff Experience 
The total amount of certified staff teaching 
experience divided by the number of staff. 
23Ibid. 
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State Contribution 
The amount, expressed in percent of the total state 
sources (lines 600-699 page 3 of the Secretaries Annual 
Report) to the total revenue fund. 
Transportation Time 
The average amount of time the typical elementary 
student rides a school bus one way, to or from, the 
attendance center. 
Town Size 
Population of the city/town where the attendance 
center is located. 
Area Education Agency 
The area education agency is a geo-political 
educational service unit in the state of Iowa. There 
are 15 areas at the time of this writing. 
Even though these factors are debated and 
contested there is no clear answer to the effect these 
variables have on student achievement. By inclusion in 
the study, additional and current data will be 
available for the decision making process. 
Chapter III presents the methodology for the study. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the 
procedures and methodology used in this study. The 
chapter will include the population and sample of the 
study; the design of the study; the data gathering 
procedures; and the statistical treatment of the data. 
Population of the Study 
The population of this study included public school 
districts in the state of Iowa that had one elementary 
attendance center with a grade range of kindergarten 
through sixth grade. This led to typically rural 
school districts with building enrollments from 47 
students to 519 students. One hundred-seventy five 
school districts in the state of Iowa met those 
criteria. The resulting sample was determined by 
including all of the one hundred-seventy five districts 
that returned usable data for student academic 
achievement on the researchers questionnaire. One 
hundred twenty-four school districts returned usable 
academic achievement data. 
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Design of the Study 
This study was guided by four research questions. 
The purpose of the questions were to determine what, if 
any, effect selected dependent variables might have on 
student achievement. Additionally, what effect does 
administrative intensity, geographic quadrant, or Area 
Education Agency have on the eleven selected dependent 
variables. The research questions for the study follow. 
Research Question 1: Does Administrative 
Intensity have an effect on selected 
dependent measures? 
Research Question 2: Does the geographical 
quadrant have an effect on selected dependent 
measures? 
Research Question 3: Does the Area Education 
Agency have an effect on selected dependent 
measures? 
Research Question 4: Do any of the dependent 
variables predict academic achievement as 
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measured by the complete composite score on 
the Iowa Test of Basic Skills? 
Data Gathering Procedures 
The first step in data collection was to identify 
the schools in the state that met the criteria of being 
kindergarten through sixth in grade range and the 
single elementary attendance center for the school 
district. This information was obtained from an Iowa 
Department of Education report of school districts 
enrollments generated from the Basic Educational Data 
Survey submitted by school districts each September. A 
letter of identification and a request for specific 
student achievement scores was then sent to all one 
hundred-seventy five school districts asking them to 
submit a voluntary report of the current 1987-1988 
sixth grade class "complete composite'' N (number of 
students taking the test), IGE (Iowa grade equivalent), 
AVG/IPR (average Iowa percentile for pupils, not 
schools). Also required was the norm period the test 
was administered i.e. fall, midyear, or spring. Each 
letter of request was personalized to the receiving 
district. The letter included a stamped self-addressed 
envelope and a sample of the Iowa Test report that the 
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data requested could be found on, as well as a form on 
which the data could be recorded and returned. As 
reported, one hundred-twenty four returned usable 
scores. 
Further data were then collected for those one 
hundred-twenty four schools. Those data came from 
three sources: The Iowa Department of Education, the 
Iowa Department of Revenue, and the Iowa Department of 
Management. The data for each school district included 
1. pupil teacher ratio, 2. certified staff experience, 
3. average transportation time for elementary students, 
4. student achievement, S. size of contributing 
town/city, 6. per pupil expenditure, 7. pupil mobility, 
B. average daily attendance, 9. school size, 10. 
socioeconomic status, 11. state contribution, 12. 
administrative intensity, 13. Area Education Agency 
number, 14 geographical quadrant. 
Data Treatment and Analysis 
Each of the eleven dependent variables was placed 
in the following rationally derived factor groups: 
SCHOOL FACTORS Pupil Teacher Ratio, Certified Staff 
Experience, School Size 
STUDENT FACTORS Average Daily Attendance, Pupil 
Mobility, Achievement 
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FISCAL FACTORS Per Pupil Expenditures, State 
Contribution, Socioeconomic Status 
GEOGRAPHIC FACTORS Town Size, Transportation Time 
Statistical breakdowns were done on all of the 
variables. The purpose of the breakdowns was to 
provide the reader with an overview of the data. In 
each breakdown table there was printed a grand mean and 
standard deviation. The breakdown function then 
provided the same information for each of the dependent 
variables by each of the independent variables. 
Breakdowns of all the variables were done using SPSSx. 
All variables were then submitted to an analysis of 
variance with the main effect being administrative 
intensity, geographic quadrant, and Area Education 
Agency. TUKEY tests were performed on those dependent 
variables returning levels of significance at the .OS 
level. A TUKEY test will indicate the contrasting 
variables and with which division of the independent 
variable it was contrasting. A multiple regression 
analysis was also performed to answer research question 
four. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the 
relevant findings resulting from statistical analysis 
of the data collected for this research. The data 
presented in this chapter were collected from three 
sources, the identified school district, the Iowa 
Department of Education, and the Iowa Department of 
Management. 
This chapter presents the data in the following 
order. A statistical breakdown of the variables is 
presented first. The purpose of the statistical 
breakdown was to provide the reader with an overview of 
the variability of the data. There are three 
breakdowns, including the mean and standard deviation 
for each of the variables. A more complete look at the 
variance of the data is available in Appendix A, where 
a histogram with attending statistics for each variable 
was printed. The histogram provides a visual depiction 
of the data variability including the ability to see, 
where appropriate, statistical "outliers" where they 
existed • The first breakdown used Administrative 
Intensity as the independent variable. The second 
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breakdown used Geographic Quadrant. The third breakdown 
was with Area Education Agency as the independent 
variable. Consistent with each breakdown, the 
variables are grouped into the four subgroups, School 
Factors, Student Factors, Fiscal Factors, and 
Geographic Factors. A discussion follows each of 
the breakdown tables presented in this chapter. 
Following the statistical breakdown analysis, this 
chapter presents the findings resulting from the 
Analysis of Variance done using Administrative 
Intensity, Geographic Quadrant, and Area Education 
Agency as main effects. All of the statistical 
applications presented in this study were done using 
the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, 
release 2.2. 
The research questions that directed this 
presentation and discussion of data were: 
Research Question 1: Does Administrative Intensity 
have an effect on selected dependent measures? 
Research Question 2: Does Geographical Quadrant have 
an effect on selected dependent measures? 
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Research Question 3: Does the Area Education Agency 
have an effect on selected dependent measures? 
Research Question 4: Do any of the dependent 
variables predict academic achievement as measured by 
the complete composite score on the Iowa Test of Basic 
Skills? 
Statistical Breakdown of the Variables 
A review of the data presented on Table 4.1 is most 
easily done by variable. The first column provides the 
mean and standard deviation for the entire population 
of one hundred twenty-four. This is referred to 
throughout the chapter as the grand mean. The 
following columns present the data for the breakdown 
factor indicated by the title of the table and 
attending column headings. This practice is repeated 
on subsequent tables. 
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'fA1iE 4.1 
rolXL FACl.mS 
Pupil Teacrer Ratio 
Certified Staff Experieoce 
Sdro1 Siz.e 
SIWNI' FACIORS 
Average Drily Attendance 
Pupil r-bbility 
Achievaleit 
FIOCAL F.AC!tRS 
Per Pupil Expenditures 
State Contributioo. 
Socio Eccnanic Status 
GfmRAHIIC FACI(R) 
TCMD Siz.e 
'lransportation TinE 
SI'ATISITCAL mEAKIXlYN BY 
AIMINISIRATIVE INTINSTIY 
ENI'IRE 
RRllATICN 
(N=l24) 
x S.D. 
16.2855 3.3332 
13.1177 3.673) 
219.7':m 93.0036 
96.3121 .7410 
.9630 .02.56 
6.8715 .6814 
~.1774 003.4'.m 
37.~ 13.C643 
13126.8226 1797.4821 
1357.1210 1184.6312 
58.5274 12.ffr26 
SPLIT 
AIMINISIRATICN 
(N=65) 
x S.D. 
15.9277 3.3625 
12. 7'354 3.5176 
173.())15 62.0284 
96.3323 .7916 
.9628 .0298 
6.8452 .6600 
3935.1538 819.2213 
34.7314 . 13.8193 
12428.1Z31 12fil.8281 
1100.20X> lV).2161 
58.2323 12.CB:l3 
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x S.D. 
16.6797 3.2Ern 
13.s:ro 3.7'XJJ 
271.2712 96.4542 
96.2008 .6870 
.9632 .CJ22J 
6.<XOS .7W+ 
3769.1695 794.2179 
41.1705 11.422) 
13686.!UJB 2())2.3855 
1552.0339 1135.2820 
58.8525 13.2500 
As indicated by the standard deviation on Table 
4.1, there was very little variability in the data for 
pupil teacher ratio within the administrative structures 
compared by this study. The same was true for Certified 
Staff Experience. The standard deviations for School 
Size however indicated a greater variability of data. 
It appears that schools with split duty principals tend 
to be smaller than those with fulltime principals. 
The data for student factors present a very 
similar tendency for schools represented in this 
study regardless of their administrative intensity. In 
all three factors of Average Daily Attendance, Pupil 
Mobility, and Achievement there was little variability 
in the data. 
Fiscal factors included for the purpose of 
this study were, Per Pupil Expenditures, State 
Contribution, and Socioeconomic status. The means of 
per pupil expenditures were very consistent between the 
entire population and the two types of administrative 
assignments. The standard deviations would indicate 
little variability in the data. State Contribution is 
expressed as a percentage of the total fund revenue. In 
this area the appears to be some distinction between 
fulltime and split administrators. Split administration 
received a mean contribution of 34.73 percent while 
fulltime administrators schools received 41.17 percent 
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from the state. The variable of socioeconomic status 
also presents some diversity within the studies 
population. The mean adjusted gross income for the 
entire population was $13,026.82. The mean adjusted 
gross income for schools having split administrators 
was $12,428.12, some $598 less than the grand mean. 
The adjusted gross income for the fulltime 
administrative school group was $13,686.41, $660 more 
than the grand mean and $1260 more than the split 
administrators school group. The standard deviation 
would seem to indicate a greater variability of 
adjusted gross within the data provided for the 
fulltime administrative group. 
Geographic factors included town size and 
transportation time. The grand mean for the town size 
was 1,357 people. The mean for the split 
administration was 1,180 people while the mean for 
fulltime was 1,552, approximately 375 people less. The 
variability of the data in this case seemed to be 
reasonably consistent between groups. The analysis of 
the reported data for transportation time was very 
consistent between the entire population and the two 
administrative groups. 
A similar discussion of data for the same 
variables as broken down by geographic quadrant 
follows. Quadrants One and Two appear on Table 4.2 
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while the data for Quadrants Three and Four appear on 
Table 4.3. The grand mean appears on both tables for 
ease of comparison. The factor groups are consistent 
~ith the previous reporting. 
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TA}i.E 4.2 
$lDL FACR:ES 
Pupil Teacher Patio 
Cert:ified Staff F.xperieo::e 
ScOOo1 Size 
S1llllNI' FACRES 
Average Im.ly Attendance 
Pupil t-bbili ty 
kh:i.evarelt 
FmL FACRES 
Per Pupil Ex:pendib.lres 
State C.00.tribution 
Socio Fcaxmi.c Status 
GID1WHrC FACRES 
Tam Size 
'lransportation Tine 
ENI'IRE 
RRJIATICN 
(N=124) 
x S.D. 
16.2855 3.n.32 
13.Un 3.673) 
219.~ 93.88?6 
96.3121 .7410 
.~ .0256 
6.8715 .6814 
:B56.1n4 813.4'.Bl 
37.<.X:ro 13.())43 
ln26.8226 1797.4821 
1357.1210 1184.63)2 
58.5274 12.0026 
x S.D. 
15.7186 3.5755 
13.0CXJl 3.8218 
194.8475 98.0313 
96.3712 .9133 
.CXX!IJ .0268 
6.8781 .6503 
4073.2542 1008./836 
3).(:0)8 11.5846 
129'28.8'.DS 1359.0CXJl 
1423.1017 1396.3831 
57.8)17 9.<JX>l 
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~ 
~2 
(N=24) 
x S.D. 
17.0024 2.5'127 
14.(ill) 3.7667 
252.j)l) f:fi.Yll+ 
96.li0l2 .5425 
.9@2 .0241 
6.CJJ37 .7f£A 
37a:>.2917 ng.9228 
45.3'};)6 13.8940 
l»ll.Cl333 1515.5211 
1417.CX:OO <:83.0549 
55.429'2 12.8914 
'fA}iE 4.3 
'X S.D. 
SllXL FAC:It:RS 
Pupil Teacher Ratio 16.2855 3.33.32 
Qrtified Staff F.xperienc:e 13.1177 3.673) 
Scmo1 Size 219.7<m 93.3136 
S1U1INI' FACIORS 
Average t0.:ily Attendance 96.3121 .7410 
Pupil ti:>bility .963) .0256 
h::h:l.eveielt 6.8715 .6814 
Fl3::AL FACil'R3 
Per Pupil Eicpenditures 3856.1774 tm.4'.ID 
State Cbntributioo 37.<x.Xl> 13.0543 
Socio lbn:mic Status llJ'.?b.8226 1797.l.i821 
GimWHIC FACJ.tR3 
TOl«l. Size 1357.1210 1184.6])2 
'll:ansport.aticn Tine 58.5274 12.fm6 
:nJIHEASI' 
QJAmANI' 3 
(N=l5) 
S.D. 
17.2fill 2.9272 
12.8533 3.2118 
257.7333 110.:m:> 
96.2li3>7 .5370 
.948) .CJ257 
6.6320 .6413 
'.3518.4fiJ7 436.1433 
47.3Z27 7.3{8) 
13581.f«>7 2953. 7'5}7 
11C>'+.2Cro 783.0161 
f(),<a;,7 13.6824 
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Sl.JilHSf 
QJAmANI' 4 
(N=26) 
'X S.D. 
16.3462 3.5:86 
12.0192 2.<1J74 
'2'1A.lJ77 00.2236 
96.lll .S'E7 
.9:B2 .0262 
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:l>49.2ll3 367.'.Hl.6 
42.0042 8.3443 
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1298.Gm lC>'+S. 2519 
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Per pupil Ratio appeared to have little variability 
in the data and the range of variance for the means for 
the quadrants is small. Certified staff experience 
also showed little variability in the data, noting that 
the southwest quadrant averaged approximately 1 year 
less experience than the grand mean while northeast 
averaged approximately 1.5 years more than the grand 
mean. 
The grand mean for school size was 220 students. 
The school size in the northwest averaged 26 students 
less than the grand mean the northeast and southeast 
averaged 32 and 37 students more respectively than the 
grand mean. 
Student achievement ranged from the low in the 
southeast at 6.63 to the high of 6.97 in the southwest. 
The grand mean for this variable was 6.87. The norm 
score for this test using Iowa norms for fall testing 
was 6.1. 
The grand mean for per pupil expenditures was 
$3,856. The northwest quadrant showed the largest mean 
expenditure with $4,073 while the southeast expended on 
average $3,578 for the low. There appeared to be 
greater variability of the data for the northwest 
quadrant. 
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The northwest quadrant considering an N of 59 
showed a significantly lower percentage of state 
contribution than either the grand mean or the other 
three quadrants. The grand mean was 37% while the 
northwest reported only 30%. The was 17% less than 
reported by the 15 cases in the southeast quadrant. The 
variability within the southeast was also low with a 
standard deviation almost half of the grand means' 
standard deviation. 
The statistical breakdown by Area Education 
Agencies (AEA) required five Tables numbered Table 4.4 
through Table 4.8. The data for the entire population 
appears in the first column on all five tables. Area 
Education Agencies 1,2 and 3 appear on Table 4.4. 
Area Education Agencies 4,5 and 6 appear on Table 
4.5. Area Education Agencies 7, 9 and 10 appear on 
Table 4.6. (Note there is no Area Education Agency 8 in 
Iowa) Agencies 11.12 and 13 appear on Table 4.7 
while Table 4.8 displays data on agencies 14,15 and 
16. 
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TABIE 4.4 
ENl'IRE ARE'A m:crICN ARE'A mrATirn ARE'A mrATICli 
RRll..ATim AGIK,Y 1 AGIK,Y 2 AGIK,Y 3 
(N-124) (N=B) (N=9) (N=9) 
x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. 
SllXI.. FACI.tES 
Pupil Tes:rer Ratio 16.2855 3.3332 19.5667 1.9553 14.9444 3.2319 15.7122 3.<XJ79 
r.ertified Staff Eicperien:e 13.nn 3.6m 15.2333 1.()1()5 13.3889 3.5512 12.5333 3.1548 
School Size 219.79)3 93.88?6 '515.fi:h7 71.5984 154.CX:X:O 44.elnS 1~.ms 40.0C68 
SlU.llM' FACitR> 
Average JB.ily Attendance 96.3121 .7410 96.7333 .6658 96.4556 .4640 96.7556 .6616 
Pupil M:>bility .96.'D .0'256 .9767 .0058 .~7 .0'2.'i) .9711 .0196 
Achi.evalel.t 6.8715 .6814 6.5433 .4188 7.2578 .6493 7 .'1f1l2 .6fJ76 
F.IS::'Al. FAC!tES 
Per Pupil Expendi.tllres 3856.ln4 813.4'.ID 3m.nn 401.oa>4 ~53.fi:h7 588.5357 4Z25.5556 tm.0703 
St.ate Cmtr:i.bu:ti.cn 37.9ID 13.())43 46.3133 9.4271 18.5444 8.~38 22.5844 8.7WJ4 
Socio Fcm:mi.c Status 13126.8226 1797.4821 11~.nn 254.5375 12853.8800 826.4452 12201. fi:h7 655.3278 
~FACitR> 
TCMl Size 1357.1210 1184.6D2 '2fJJ7 .cx:ro 'lfm.ml 1441.2222 1453.9738 172fJ.7Tl8 1983.2682 
'li"an.sportatian Tine 58.5274 12.f:D'.26 67.fi:h7 15.0231 54.lc:ro 7.3634 59.4556 8.<nlS 
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TAliE 4.5 
ENlIRE ARFA ElO'.KN ARFA mr'A'ITCfi AREA EIU'A'ITCfi 
RRJI.A'llm AGBCl 4 AGBCl 5 AGBCl 6 
(N=124) (N=9) (N=18) (N=7) 
x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. 
SJm.. FACllRl 
Pupil Tetr.her Ratio 16.2855 3.3332 16.5556 2.~ 15.0313 4.3))5 18.1286 3.5551 
Certified Staff Fxperieoce 13.nn 3.67.ll 14.6333 2.9-m 14.ISXl 3.9673 12.5571 3.96€0 
Sdx>o1 Size 219.7ro3 93.ffi36 ~.~ 140.1931 183.8333 83.6732 222.4286 74.'5!fJJ 
SllJlElI' FACJIR> 
Average nilly At:tendaoce 96.3121 .7410 96.8778 .fm) 96.2167 .8972 96.4714 .4572 
Pupil tt>hility .963) .0256 .9722 .0139 .9672 .(1216 .9719 .0111 
.Aclrl.eYeleit 6.8715 .6814 7.1144 .7055 6.562.B .5623 6.9371 .4811.) 
FB:'.AL FACJIR> 
Per Pupil ExpEllditures 'H:6.ln4 003.4'.m ~.4444 'Nl.9nO 4:?81.6111 1200.3379 3344.8571 183.97'5) 
State Cootribut:Loo 37.'XOO 13.0l43 35.9356 7.W. 29.0':ro 7.JfJ::h 34.3786 10.3595 
Socio Fcooauic Status 1D26.8Zl6 1797.4821 13112.ma 981.34.i:> 12.n>.7778 766.1816 13tilS.8571 1299.02B2 
~FACJIR> 
TCMI Size 1357.1210 1184.63'.Yl 2158.2222 1002.48)7 C/)7.6667 864.0131 1007.5714 541.5191 
'Iranspartat:ic T.iuE 58.5274 12.fill6 53.4Cro 7.7558 62.8333 10.4'5{)8 fJJ. 7511 17.7(:/!j 
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TAll.E 4.6 
mITRE ARFA EJlr::l.'D ARFA mr'ATICN ARFA mrATICN 
~ K»C:l 7 KBCY. 9 N:ECY' 10 
(N=:l.24) (N=:U) (N-6) (N=8) 
x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. 
gmi,, FACRRS· 
Pupil Teacher Ratio 16.2855 3.3332 16.li833 2.'lfJJl 15.aax> 3.5492 17.10::0 2.1514 
C.ertif:ied Staff Experien::e 13.un 3.673) 14.7833 3.7675 14.Bfil) 4.0636 12.Cli25 3.74'XJ 
Sc:h:iol Size 219.7913 9'3.EB36 275.fif,7 65.77fi) 2Cli.filXJ 72.8581 271.37:0 144.8703 
SlUllNI' F.ACHR3 
Average IAlily Attendance 96.3121 .7410 96.27:0 .5345 95.Bfll) .'¥:»4 95.6875 1.5643 
Pupil tbbi.lity .9(00 .0256 .9667 .m:n .9:6:> .0'321 .9S:O .CID! 
Ach:ievall!nt 6.8715 .6814 6.'121+2 .9358 6.mf) .Tl'XJ 6.4PB'l .TJA5 
F.l!rAL F.ACHR3 
Per Pupil Expenditures JS.«X>.1n4 fl8.4m 3766.8333 3]).4566 4148.8ID 313.1127 3534.7:J.JJ 245.1948 
State Chrt:r1but::i.c 37.m> 13.Cbi3 49.5!/J2 8.mf) 48.9600 7.ffOl 49.1825 9.6143 
Socio Fccn:ml.c Status 13)26.8226 1797.4821 14107.23)) 1425.282.3 12589 .filXJ 842.~ll 14100.om 3443.6511 
GJ:mRAHllC F.ACHR3 
Town Size 1357.1210 1184.63)2 l:OS.8333 618.2938 600.om a3.3874 1226.87:0 954.~10 
'fumsport.atioo Tille 58.5274 U.0026 53.1667 U.42A9 61.3m 12.lffil 53.l:J.JJ 11.f!bn 
* · 'llere is m Area Fdu::aticn Agency 8 in Iowa 
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TAiiE 4.7 
srATISITCAL mF.AKIXlr.N BY ARFA ~ AGEtCIES 11, 12 AND 13 
FNITRE ARFA ElI!J.'I(J; ARFA EJU'ATI(}{ ARFA EJU'ATI(}{ 
RRlI.A'l'I(}{ ~ 11 ~12 ~13 
(N-124) (N=ll) (N=6) (N-13) 
x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. 
SJllL FJC[{R) 
Pupil Tee::.her Ratio 16.28.55 3.3.332 16.6.lJJ 3.6344 15.5333 1.ll1J 15.9231 3.3539 
C'atified Staff Experience 13.1177 3.673) 9.8545 3.2219 13.5333 4.9549 12.2615 3.3210 
Sclx>o1 Size 219.79)3 93.0036 223.5455 82.7100 199.cm:> 71.TI13 215.cxm 57.6223 
SitD:F.Nf Ften:ES 
Average I8:ily Att.endance 96.3121 .7410 96.3182 .4719 96.~ .4600 96.0231 .5918 
Pupil lt>bility .~ .0'256 .9618 .cY.83 .9$7 .0234 .9515 .CY273 
.Ach:ievaJelt 6.8715 .6814 6.7455 .5161 6.9'.!IJ7 .4838 7.0C:B.5 .€1)52 
~Ften:ES 
Per Pupil &penditures 3356.1774 al3.4'.B> 4270.~1 16&5.:ffil 3f:i«). lffi7 225.0al4 3600.2313 295.26&5 
State Cmtribut:ion 37.9ID 13.0C>43 41.2955 17.0291 42.67':/J 7.Cl3!16 ~.5715 6.7376 
&x:i.o Fan:mic Status lll26.8226 1797.48'21. 13XJ7.3636 2!))4.2517 12237.cxm 1569.5182 1'3270.:JJTl 14$.3432 
cx:GWmC FJC[{R) 
TCMl Size 1357.1210 1184.6.m 1237.3636 1115.6612 100.6667 1346.4565 lnl.9231 1112.7054 
'lhmsportat:im T.lne 58.5274 12.00'26 52.U>t. 8.1271 57.(lffi 11.2965 ro.cms 8.2873 
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TAllE 4.8 
srATISilOO.. Im'AKlXltiN BY ARFA El.CATI(}{ ~ 14, 15 AND 16 
FN1'IRE AREA mmrn AREA EllCA'.ITCN AREA ElCATICN 
RIU.ATI(}J KB.Cf. 14 KB.Cf. 15 KB.Cf. 16 
(N==l.24) (N==lO) (N=2) (N==2) 
I S.D. x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. 
3XXL FACll.R) 
Pupil Teacher Ratio 16.28.55 3.3332 16.3700 3.8494 20.2COO 2.4042 18.3XO 2.5456 
Certified Staff Experlerr.e 13.nn 3.6m 12.58)) 2.C9X> 12.am 5.1619 12.DX> 1.8385 
Scmol SUe 219.19)3 93.8836 218.m> 105.0188 199.m> 14.8492 m.oo:n 45.2548 
SlUllN1' FIC.RES 
Average nu.ly Attendarr.e %.3121 .7410 %.3400 .3836 %.s.m .2121 %.z:m .0707 
Pupil M:>bility .96.ll .0256 .%10 .0233 .93X> .0141 .945.0 .0071 
Ach.ievaJ.Ent 6.8715 .6814 6.BlOO • 7"RA 6.9~ .7425 6.3'.ID .5586 
F.IS::.AL FIC.RES 
Per Pupil Expenditures 3856.1n4 ro3.4'.B:> 3672.m> 470.3744 3264.00X> 45.2548 3293.m> 218.4Sfil 
State Qntrlbution 37.<}IO 13.()')43 43.00(() 5.343:> 48.5750 4.179) 55.~ 5.423.5 
Socio Fca¥JDic St.atus 1312:6.8226 1797.4821 107()).(£00 '1.Kl.62.al lODS.m> 17.f:«J7 15351.00X> 121.6Zll+ 
~FIC.RES 
Town Size 1357.1210 1184.63)2 1JJ7.2COO 100.1872 ag.:J.OOX> 193.7473 1518.mJ 741.7~ 
'fumsport.ati.m TinE 58.5274 12.ro26 66.1(:0:) 24.1937 71.lCX:O 10.3238 59.CIDJ .0707 
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The grand mean for the population on the variable 
of Pupil Teacher Ratio was 16.28 with a standard 
deviation of 3.33. The lowest reporting AEA was number 
2 with 14.9 while the highest was AEA 1 with 19.5 and a 
standard deviation of 1.96. 
Certified Staff Experience displayed a grand mean 
of 13.11 years of experience with AEA 1 again having the 
largest value at 15.2 years. AEA 11 had the lowest 
value with 9.8 years. 
There appeared to be a significant difference in 
school size across the 15 areas. The grand mean was 
220 students. AEA 1 had the largest schools with 305 
members while AEA 3 had the smallest schools 
participating in this study with 129 members. The 
greatest variability seemed to be reflected by a 
standard deviation of 140 in AEA 4. 
There was very little difference across the state 
with regards to Average Daily Attendance. The grand 
mean was 96.3 with the range of means low to high of 
95.S(AEA 15) to 96.8(AEA4). 
Pupil mobility was also very close to the grand 
mean of 96% with the exception of AEA 15 with a mean of 
93% and a standard deviation approximately half that of 
the grand mean. AEA's 1, 15 and 16 do have a small N 
and that could account for both of those statistics 
so 
however, notable. 
Achievement scores reported approximately a nine 
month range with a grand mean of 6.87. This statistic 
was reported in Iowa norms for fall testing dates. 
The grand mean for per pupil expenditures was 
$3,856. AEA 15 reported the lowest per pupil 
expenditure of $3,264 while AEA 5 reported the highest 
with $4,281. This is also noteworthy because, AEA 
5 reported only 29.68% in state contribution as opposed 
to the grand mean of 37.9%. AEA 5 also has an N 
of 18. 
State contribution had a wide range across the 
fifteen Area Education Agencies. The grand mean was 
37.9% with the low report of 18.54% coming from AEA 2. 
AEA 16 reported the highest share of state contribution 
with 55.65%. 
Socioeconomic status also had a range of about 
$5,000 by Area Education Agency. The grand mean was 
$13,026. Area Education Agency 15 had a mean of 
$10,306. Area Education Agency 16 had a mean of 
$15,351. 
The grand mean for town size was 1,357 people. 
Area Education Agency 1 had the largest mean with 2,807 
residents while Area Education Agency 9 had a mean of 
680 residents. 
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The range for student transportation was almost 
nineteen minutes. The grand mean for this variable was 
58.5 minutes. AEA 15 had a mean of 71 while AEA 11 had 
a mean of 52.4 minutes. 
Preparation of Tables 
An analysis of variance was computed for all 
dependent variables by Administrative Intensity, 
Geographic Quadrant, and by Area Education Agency. 
Tables presented in this chapter were restricted to 
those dependent variables that returned levels of 
significance at the .OS level. Complete ANOVA tables 
were included in Appendix B. These dependent variables 
were also submitted to a TUKEY test. The purpose of 
the TUKEY test was to clarify where the interaction of 
contrast between the independent variable and the 
dependent variable, at the .OS level or less, took 
place. 
Presentation of Data by Research Question 
Research Question 1: Does Administrative Intensity 
have an effect on selected dependent measures? 
Table 4.9 represents the data collected and 
treated related to the measure of administrative 
intensity. 
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TA11E 4.9 
SIGNITICANI' 
ANALYSIS CF VARIAICE 
RE AIMINISIRATINE INIHfilIY 
Sc:mol S:iz.e 
MAJN EFFECTS 
AIM00SIRATIVE INIFNSTIY 
EXfUINED 
RESilllAL 
'IUfAL 
State O::ntribution 
MAIN Fl'l'l.1.."IS 
AIMINISIRATI\1E INIEN5ITY 
EXfUINID 
RfSill1AL 
'IOI'AL 
&ci.o Ecaianic Status 
* Significant at .OS 
SLM CF 
~ 
'83'm.134 
293299.134 
293299.134 
785839.415 
1004138.548 
6'Il2.:JJJ 
62n.:m 
6m.:m 
14720.531 
2)})3.031 
4fJXH93.844 
4fJXH93.844 
4fJXH93.844 
348439173.253 
~7liJSErl2.(1Jl 
IF 
1 
1 
11 
122 
123 
1 
1 
11 
122 
123 
1 
1 
11 
122 
123 
MFAN 
~ 
293299.134 
293299.134 
293299.134 
6441.3)7 
8814.135 
:zcJX).833 
:?!ro.833 
:zcJX).833 
122.671 
170.675 
4fJXH93.844 
4fJXH93.844 
~.844 
2Bsro58. 797 
3Zm42.m:l 
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F 
46.310 
46.310 
46.310 
17.044 
17.044 
17.044 
17.145 
17.145 
17.145 
SIGNIF 
CF F 
0.(XDIC 
O.CXXJI' 
O.(XDIC 
Q,(XDIC 
O.CXXJI' 
O.(XDIC 
O.(XDIC 
O.CXXJI' 
O.(XDIC 
The analysis of variance for administrative 
intensity produced three dependent variables that 
returned levels df significance at the .OS level or 
less. Those three variables were school size, 
socioeconomic status and state contribution. The data 
appeared to indicate that there is a correlation 
between the administrative intensity of a school, and 
the size of the school population, the socioeconomic 
status of its constituents, and the percentage of the 
total revenue fund that is provided by the state. No 
TUKEY was performed in this instance. It is intuitive 
that difference is between the two groups of full time 
and split-time administrators. In response to research 
question 1, administrative intensity seems to have an 
effect on three of our dependent variables. 
Research Question 2: Does Geographic Quadrant 
have an effect on selected dependent measures? 
Table 4.10 represents the data collected and 
treated related to the measure of state quadrant. 
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TA1lE 4.10 
SlMCF MEAN SIGNIF 
S1JARffi IF ~ F CF F 
ScOOol Size 
MAIN El:'FELfS 84510.449 3 28170.1:£) 3.382 .021* 
~ 84510.449 3 28170.1:£> 3.382 .021* 
EXfiAINED 84510.449 3 28170.1:£> 3.382 .021* 
Rlffill1AL <HXf213.cm lJJ Bnl.234 
10I'AL 1CE4138.5ll8 123 8314.135 
Per Pupil Elcpenditmes 
MAJN EFFH::I8 5/1}37'25.(JJ.3 3 1831241.&58 2.934 .m:J* 
~ 54937'25. fill 3 1831241.&58 2.934 .0'.36* 
EXPI.AINED 511}37'25. fill 3 1831241.&58 2.934 .0'.36* 
RESillJAL 7!.iJ):fU!J.lfJ3 lJJ 6241.lJ.171 
'IOl'AL 00300346.rm 123 653571.919 
State Coo.tributioo 
MAJN EFFH::I8 6272.:IJJ 3 2(00.833 17.044 O.OOJF 
~ 6'2:12.:IJJ 3 aJX>.833 17.044 O.OOJF 
EXFL\INED 62J2.:IJJ 3 aJX>.833 17.044 O.OOJF 
RESIIlJAL 14720.531 lJJ 122.671 
'IOl'AL LDJ93.031 123 170.675 
Socio &ooanic Status 
MAIN :EliF1'CIS '25TlIB70. Tl9 3 8576323. s<J3 2.7@ .(Yi.5* 
©AmANr '25TlIB70.Tl9 3 8576323.s<JJ 2.7@ .C):i.5* 
EXPlAINID '25TlIB70.Tl9 3 8576323.593 2.7@ .(Yi.5* 
RESIIlJAL 37167@1.318 l2J '"5J!/3)7.511 
'IlJl'AL '.B711.'Ei372 .rm 123 323JJ42. ():£) 
* Significant at .OS 
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The analysis of variance for geographic quadrants 
produced four dependent variables that returned levels 
of significance within the stated acceptance level of 
.05. Three of the four significant variables were the 
same as with administrative intensity: school size, 
socioeconomic status, and state contribution. The 
additional significant dependent variable was per pupil 
expenditure. In an effort to identify in which 
quadrants the contrast appeared a TUKEY was performed. 
The contrast appeared between the northwest quadrant 
with a school size mean of 194.8475 and the northeast 
quadrant with a school size mean of 2S2.5000. 
The TUKEY procedure did not report any two groups 
significantly different at the .OS level for per 
pupil expenditure. The same result occurred for the 
TUKEY analysis for socioeconomic status. The TUKEY 
however did report three groups at a .OS level of 
significance on the dependent variable of state 
contribution. The contrast groups were quadrants two, 
three and four with quadrant one. The means for the 
groups were 30.6098 for group one (northwest), 42.0842 
for group four(southwest), 4S.3996 for group 
two(northeast), and 47.3227 for group three(southeast). 
In response to research question two, it appeared 
that geographic quadrant does have an effect on these 
four dependent variables state contribution, 
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socioeconomic status, school size, and per pupil 
expenditure. 
Research Question 3: Does the Area Education 
Agency have an effect on selected dependent measures? 
Table 4.11 represents the data collected and 
treated related to the factor of area education agency. 
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'fAll.E 4.11 
SclJ;>ol Size 
MAIN mK:IS 
ARFA .EllO\TICN NE{.'Y 
EXKAINED 
RESill1AL 
moo.. 
State Gnt:rlbutioo 
MAIN mK:IS 
ARFA .EllO\TICN N;fl1C. 
EXllAINED 
RE3IllJAL 
moo.. 
Socio F.ca:tani.c Status 
M\IN Flii'ECIS 
ARFA EIICA'1'.ITN NE{.'Y 
&XRAINED 
RESl1lJAL 
'IOl'AL 
* S:i.gn:l.ficant at .05 
SM CF 
S1JARFS 
283003.754 
283003.754 
2838)3.754 
8'.Xl334. 794 
1C84138.548 
11779.100 
11779.100 
11779.100 
9213.851 
2m3.031 
l 4'D!t0367 .353 
14'3Yi1!67 .353 
1~7.353 
254~.744 
~7!05f!12.007 
MFAN 
IF S1JARE 
14 'XJ271.(:J)7 
14 'XJ271.f.f.J7 
14 'XJ271.f.B7 
100 7342.521 
123 8814.135 
14 841.370 
14 841.370 
14 841.370 
100 84.531 
123 170.675 
14 10'217.!l4.811 
14 10'217.!l4.811 
14 10'2172:14.811 
100 Z33~23.fB7 
123 32'.JJ.J42.CBJ 
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F 
2.761 
2.761 
2.761 
9.953 
9.953 
9.953 
4.378 
4.378 
4.378 
SIOOF 
CF F 
.002* 
.002* 
.002* 
O.CXX'l* 
O.a::o* 
O.CXX'l* 
O.CXX'l* 
O.a::o* 
O.CXX'l* 
Three dependent variables returned values within 
the accepted level of significance. Those variables 
had appeared in both the significant administrative 
intensity and the geographic quadrant tables. 
The results for the dependent variable of school size 
indicated the following relationships. Area Education 
Agency 3 (mean 129.7778) returned a significant 
correlation with both Area Education Agency 7 ( mean 
275.6667) and Area Education Agency 4 (mean 298.8889). 
Area Education Agency 2 (mean 154.0000) also returned a 
significant correlation with Area Education Agency 4 
(298.8889). 
Area Education Agency 14 returned a level of 
significance with seven other AEA's on the dependent 
measure of socioeconomic status. Area Education 
Agency 14 (mean 10,760.60) contrasted with AEA 5 
(12,936.7778), AEA 13 (13,270.3077), AEA 6 
(13,605.8571), AEA 11 (13,907.3636), AEA 7 (14,107.25), 
AEA 10 (14,780.00), and AEA 16 (15,351.00). Area 
Education Agency 15 (10.306.50) also paired with Area 
Education Agency 10 (14,780.00). The last pairing was 
AEA 3 (12,201.6667) and AEA 10 (14,780.00). 
In an effort to clarify the reporting of the 
pairs of groups for the dependent variable state 
contribution, table 4.12 has been prepared to represent 
the results of the TUKEY. 
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Table 4.12 
Mean 
35.94 
38.57 
41. 29 
42.68 
43.89 
46.33 
48.58 
48.97 
49.18 
49.55 
55.66 
TUKEY FOR INTERACTION OF AREA EDUCATION 
AGENCIES AND STATE CONTRIBUTION 
AEA 2 AEA 3 AEA 5 
AEA 
4 
* 
13 
* * 
11 
* * 
12 
* * 
14 
* * * 
1 
* * 
15 
* * 
9 
* * * 
10 
* * * 
7 
* * * 
16 
* * * 
AEA 6 
* 
In response to research question number three, it 
appears that the Area Education Agency does have an 
effect on three dependent variables. Those variables 
are school size, socioeconomic status, and state 
contribution. 
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Research Question 4: Do any of the dependent 
variables predict academic achievement as measured by 
the complete composite score on the Iowa Basic Skills 
Test? 
Table 4.13 represents the data collected and 
treated, with a multiple regression analysis, related 
to the predictive value of the dependent variables on 
academic achievement. 
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TAElE 4.13 
VARIAllE 
SrA1E <XNIRmJI'!Clt 
.nw+ 
.11454 
.~18 
.fHHl 
V AR.IAIUS IN 'IlIE EQJATIOO 
B 
-.015678 
CERl'. STAFF EXPERIEM::E .002733 
1°'JN SIZE -5.77293E-05 
RlPIL KEil...ITY -1.355<})6 
~TOO -.005:.n> 
A~ OOLY ATIEID. .052<.n) 
RlPIL 'lFJ£HER RATIO .033352 
~SOOl.S -8.29153E--05 
PER RlPIL EXFfNOI'IURE -S.04178E--OS 
!DIXL SIZE .001m 
(<IN3TANI') 4.201912 
SE B BETA T SIG T 
.005785 -.:ll:OOl -2.7100 .0078 
.Ol1Zl2 .014533 .l.:f:XJ .871+2. 
5.87UE-05 -.100370 -.<.m:J .3275 
2.331870 -.052.B)) -.58a} .5621 
.005355 -.C9>187 -.9710 .3336 
.CB>961 .057528 .(ffi) .5442 
.021617 .163159 1.543) .1256 
4.0119E-OS -.218738 -2.CX>70 .0410 
9.28SSE-05 -.005932 -.om .9568 
9.6978&-05 • 'l:!f:l)/i) 1.73'.D .07f1) 
8.58)921 .l8Xl .6257 
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The purpose of a multiple regression analysis is 
to factor each dependent variable, in this case 
according to predictive strength into an equation that 
yielded an R Square. This statistic indicates the 
relative combined strength of the variables in 
predicting another variable. The combination of ten 
dependent variables produced an R Square of .11454. 
This has been interpreted to mean that the combined 
effect of the ten variables in predicting student 
achievement was approximately eleven and one half 
percent. These variables provided a very weak 
predictive value for academic achievement. 
Findings and Implications for Policy Makers 
The following discussion is based on the premise 
that the purpose of public schools in Iowa is to 
provide for student academic achievement, at appropriate 
levels, while maintaining the fiscal integrity of our 
school systems. 
Personnel costs assume the largest portion of all 
school districts operating revenue. Issues that have 
the potential to enlarge that coat factor need to be 
studied carefully. The current revised state standard, 
to be effective July 1, 1989, section 256.670-4.4(4) 
and 256.670-4.4(5) require " each board operating an 
elementary school to employ at least one elementary 
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principal." The code further states that the 
individual employed as the elementary principal may not 
also be employed as the superintendent. Of the 65 
split duty administrators in this study, 85% serve in 
that dual role. The code allows for service in other 
capacities, such as combined with teaching or as a 
secondary principal. This, however, is not how most of 
the split duty assignments are combined. The financial 
effect of requiring those positions to be separated 
would be appropriate if the purpose was to improve 
delayed student achievement scores in those buildings. 
The results of this study clearly indicate that not 
only are the achievement scores for those building not 
delayed (6.84), they are not significantly behind those 
buildings of similar design with full time 
administrators (6.90). In either case, the scores are a 
full seven months ahead of Iowa norms for that testing 
period would dictate (6.1). The State of Iowa should 
celebrate the fact that small schools are indeed 
demonstrating student achievement at an excellent rate. 
The appropriateness of requiring districts to stop the 
practice of combining the position of superintendent 
and elementary principal should be subjected to further 
review by both the State Legislature of Iowa and the 
Department of Education. Another interesting 
distinction between the two school types was the 
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percentage of state contribution. Schools with split 
duty administration reported 34.7% of their revenue 
budget from state contribution. Schools with full time 
administrators averaged 41.2% of their revenue budget 
contributed by the state. This is particularly 
significant when the split duty administrative 
districts also demonstrated lower socioeconomic status, 
$12,428 as compared to the $13,686 figure for full time 
administration. The lower socioeconomic school 
district in Iowa simply did not conform to the widely 
accepted achievement/SES theory that would project 
lower achievement for those of lower socioeconomic 
status. The concern needs to be addressed that since 
the state is not providing funds at the same rate for 
the split duty schools as it is for the full time 
administrative schools, and these schools tend to be 
lower in socioeconomic status, how are they generating 
$166 more in per student expenditures than the full 
time administrative schools. Even though the 
achievement is very close, the question that needs to be 
asked is if the burden of support equally similar? 
Local school boards should be reluctant to alter their 
administrative staffing patterns until an appropriate 
school based purpose has been demonstrated and 
documented. 
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The data for geographic quadrants in the state of 
Iowa revealed the following information. Schools in 
the southeastern quadrant tended to be larger with a 
mean enrollment of 257.7 students as compared to a 
grand mean of 219 students. Schools in the northwest 
averaged somewhat smaller in size with a student 
enrollment of 194.8. Achievement scores by quadrant 
were very consistent. The grand mean for the state was 
6.87. The largest variation from that mean by any of 
the four quadrants was .24. This is extremely 
significant for both state level officials as well as 
local officials. It can be said that the geographic 
location of the kindergarten through sixth, single 
attendance center makes no difference in the quality of 
education. In the lowest quadrant the achievement 
factor was a full five plus months ahead of the Iowa 
norm. In terms of per pupil expenditures, the range 
was within $300 of the state grand mean of $3,856 for 
all of the quadrants. Interestingly the northwest 
quadrant spent about $200 more than the grand mean but 
received 7% less in state contribution. Schools in the 
southeastern quadrant spent about $300 less than the 
grand mean while receiving a 10% higher share of their 
budget from state sources than the grand mean. 
Socioeconomic status is spread evenly throughout the 
state as represented by these school district. In each 
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of the four cases the quadrant was within 5% of the 
grand mean. 
In an effort to further regionalize the state, Area 
Education Agencies were used in this study. The school 
size grand mean was 220 students. Schools in AEA 1 
tended to be the largest (305) while AEA 3 calculated 
to be the smallest (129). A significant range was 
indicated for state contribution within the agencies. 
Area Education Agency 2 schools reported only 18.54% of 
their revenue fund from a state contribution while 
schools in Area Education Agency 16 received a state 
contribution mean of 55.65%. The AEA 16 mean for 
socioeconomic status was the highest at $15,351 as 
compared to $13,306 for a grand mean. There is 
certainly a wide variation as to the level of state 
contribution within the state. It would appear that 
legislature should look at these levels in the funding 
formula process. It would appear to underline the 
burden of support question raised earlier. The most 
encouraging statistic out of the Area Education Agency 
review was in the area of achievement. Each of the 
fifteen Area Education Agencies calculated means 
+/- four months from the grand mean of 6.87. This 
further reinforces the previous contention that 
geographic location has little impact on a students 
opportunity for good elementary education in the state 
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of Iowa's small school districts the way they are 
currently configured. This should be a very 
significant factor for the State Department of 
Education and the State Legislature when discussions of 
appropriate school models arise. There clearly is 
nothing academically deficient in the current operation 
of these schools. Local boards of these types of 
schools should be commended for the direction they have 
provided their systems' in maintaining excellence. The 
local boards should also show caution when discussions 
of altering current configurations occur. 
An important finding from this study was what was 
not found. Based on the evidence presented in this 
study the factors of certified staff experience, 
socioeconomic status, per pupil expenditure, pupil 
teacher ratio, school size, average daily attendance, 
pupil mobility, state contribution, town size, and 
transportation time, have slightly more than a ten 
per~ent predictive value for student academic 
achievement. The state and involved districts should 
pride themselves in the fact that average daily 
attendance and pupil mobility across the state in these 
districts was 96.3%. Equally important was that 
there was very little variability in the data. There 
is an important caveat in interpreting this study. 
These factors do not predict with any strength student 
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achievement as the data was collected and treated. 
There is no attempt made here to predict what the 
largest class size could be, or what the longest bus 
ride without academic success declining might be. 
Clearly the study indicates that what currently is 
happening in these schools is effective education. 
Before changes are made to the system the legislature 
and Department of Education need to examine what and 
why changes should occur. It should be statistically 
apparent that larger is not better. It clearly is not 
the single k-6 attendance center district that is 
pulling down the academic norm in the state, for the 
state norm to be 6.1 at fall testing, someone must be 
scoring lower than the 6.87 mean of these schools. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to present a 
summary of the findings of this study and to suggest 
recommendations for further research on this topic. 
The presentation of the summary is directed by the 
research questions of this study. 
Research Question 1: Does Administrative 
Intensity have an effect on selected 
dependent measures? 
Research Question 2: Does Geographical 
Quadrant have an effect on selected dependent 
measures? 
Research Question 3: Does the Area 
Education Agency have an effect on selected 
dependent measures? 
Research Question 4: Do any of the dependent 
variables predict academic achievement as 
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measured by the complete composite score on 
the Iowa Test of Basic Skills? 
The study used eleven dependent measures and three 
independent measures. The dependent measures were as 
follows: 
1. pupil teacher ratio, 2. certified staff experience, 
3. average transportation time for elementary students, 
4. student achievement, 5. size of contributing 
town/city, 6. per pupil expenditure, 7. pupil mobility, 
8. average daily attendance, 9. school size, 10. 
socioeconomic status, 11. state contribution. Each of 
the dependent variables was then placed in a rationally 
derived factor group. Those groups are as follows: 
School Factors - Pupil Teacher Ratio, Certified Staff 
Experience, School Size 
Student Factors - Average Daily Attendance, Pupil 
Mobility, Achievement 
Fiscal Factors - Per Pupil Expenditures, State 
Contribution, Socioeconomic Status 
Geographic Factors - Town Size, Average Transportation 
Time 
The independent measures were Administrative 
Intensity, Geographic Quadrant, and Area Education 
Agency. 
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The sample population for this study included public 
Iowa school districts with single kindergarten through 
sixth grade attendance centers. This represented one 
hundred seventy-five of the four hundred thirty-six 
districts in the state. One hundred twenty-four 
returned usable data and were included in this study. 
This chapter will draw some conclusions from the 
research data, and make some recommendations. 
Recommendations for further study will conclude the 
chapter. 
Conclusions 
1. Schools with split duty administration are 
slightly smaller in enrollment, have higher per 
pupil expenditures, and derive a smaller 
percentage to their revenue fund from state 
contribution. 
The data indicated that schools with split duty 
administrators average about 98 students less than 
those schools with full time administrators. The mean 
for split duty schools was 173 students while the mean 
for full time administrators was 271. Per pupil 
expenditures tended to be a little greater for the 
split duty administrator, $3,935, as opposed to $3,769 
for the full time administration schools. The 
percentage of state contribution varied significantly 
between the two school types. School districts with 
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split duty elementary administration received a mean 
state contribution percentage to their revenue budget 
of 34.7%. School districts with full time elementary 
administration received a mean contribution of41.2%. 
2. There was no difference in student achievement 
between buildings with split duty administration 
and full time administration in these selected 
Iowa schools. 
The mean achievement score for schools with split 
duty administrators was 6.84 while the mean for 
fulltime administration was 6.90. 
3. There is little difference in student 
achievement by state geographic quadrant in these 
selected Iowa schools. 
Achievement scores by quadrants were very consistent. 
The grand mean was 6.87. The mean for the northwest 
quadrant was 6.87, the northeast, 6.90, the southeast, 
6.63, and the southwest, 6.96. 
4. There is little difference in student 
achievement by the fifteen Area Education Agencies 
in these selected Iowa schools. 
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All of the Area Education Agencies calculated 
means +/- approximately four months from the grand mean 
of 6.87. 
5. Socioeconomic status does not correlate with 
academic achievement in these selected Iowa 
schools. 
Achievement scores by quadrant were very 
consistent. The largest deviation from the grand mean 
of 6.87 was .24. while the socioeconomic status varied 
less than 5% representing different quadrants. 
6. Ten basic school and economic variables have 
very weak predictive value for student achievement 
in these selected Iowa schools. 
The cumulative predictive value of the ten dependent 
variables included in the regression for predicting 
student achievement is only slightly less than 11 
1/2 percent. The ten variables included state 
contribution, certified staff experience, town size, 
pupil mobility, transportation time, average daily 
attendance, pupil teacher ratio, socioeconomic status, 
per pupil expenditure, and school size. 
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Recommendations 
1. The Department of Education should reconsider the 
rules prohibiting school districts from combining the 
administrative positions of superintendent and 
elementary school principal. 
2. The State legislature should examine the funding 
formula in Iowa to determine the equity of burden on 
individual taxpayers in support of their school 
districts. 
3. School district consolidation decisions should 
consider the findings of this research and the effect 
the proposed consolidation would have on the variables 
treated in this study. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
This study looked only at public schools with 
single elementary attendance centers within a school 
district with a grade range of kindergarten through 
sixth grade. All of these districts were in Iowa. 
Although this study reported some interesting findings, 
Further study should be done in other states with the 
same sample limitations to see if similar findings 
would result. As financial implications of public 
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funding for education become even more complex, the 
small rural districts are the ones most likely to be 
significantly affected. The additional studies could 
make this research more generalizable. New studies 
might also be conducted using more or different 
reporting grades, achievement factors, or other 
dependent measures. As school district consolidations 
continue across the nation additional data is needed 
for schools to restructure in a manner that is 
consistent with quality education. The regression 
analysis indicates that for the buildings used for the 
purpose of this study, the dependent measures chosen 
for the study do not have a significant effect on 
student achievement. It is important for researchers 
to continue to study what factors do make a difference 
in student achievement, prior to massive reorganizations. 
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STD ERR 1.132 MEDIAN 58.650 
STD DEV 12.603 VARIANCE 158.826 
S E KURT .431 SKEWNESS -.002 
RANGE 85.200 MINIMUM 10.200 
SUM 7257.400 
MISSING CASES 0 
87 
COUNT 
MEAN 
MODE 
1 
2 
7 
14 
14 
12 
10 
1 2 
8 
12 
7 
6 
7 
4 
1 
3 
0 
l<URTOSIS 
S E SKEW 
MAXIMUM 
VALID CASES 
MIDPOINT 
53 
76 
99 
122 
145 
168 
191 
214 
237 
260 
283 
306 
329 
352 
375 
390 
421 
. ONE SYMBOL EQUALS APPROXIMATELY 
••• 
••••• 
··········••:••••• 
·················=················· 
·················••••:••··········· 
·······················••:•••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
··························•••: 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
·························••:•• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••• 
············••:••• 
•••••••••• 
.40 OCCURRENCES 
444 •:• 
467 : •• 
490 ••• 
513 ••• 
219.790 
117.000 
.404 
. 217 
519.000 
124 
I .... + •••• I .... + •.•• I .... + •••. I .... + •••• I .... + •••• I 
0 4 8 12 16 20 
HISTOGRAM FREQUENCY 
STD ERR 8.431 MEDIAN 208.000 
STD DEV 93.884 VARIANCE 8814.135 
S E KURT .431 SKEWNESS .762 
RANGE 472.000 MINIMUM 47.000 
SUM 27254.000 
MISSING CASES 0 
88 
CSTAFFEX CERTIFIED STAFF EXPERIENCE 
COUNT MIDPOINT 
1 4 
0 5 
1 6 
2 7 
2 B 
1 1 9 
13 10 
15 1 1 
15 1 2 
15 13 
9 14 
13 15 
5 16 
6 17 
2 18 
5 19 
3 20 
4 21 
1 22 
1 23 
0 24 
MEAN 13. 11 B 
MODE 11. 900 
KURTOSIS . 140 
S E SKEW . 217 
MAXIMUM 23.200 
VALID CASES 124 
ONE SYMBOL EQUALS APPROXIMATELY .40 OCCURRENCES 
: .. 
••• 
••••• 
••••• 
·················=·········· 
·······················=········· 
··························••:••······· 
······························••:••••• 
·······························••:•••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
···························••:••• 
••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••• 
••••• 
••••••••:•••• 
•••••:•• 
••:••••••• 
. : . 
: .. 
I .... + •••.• I .... + .••• I .... + •••. I .... + •••. I .... + ••.. I 
0 4 B 12 16 20 
HISTOGRAM FREQUENCY 
STD ERR .325 MEDIAN 12.600 
STD DEV 3.623 VARIANCE 13. 126 
S E KURT .431 SKEWNESS .526 
RANGE 19.200 MINIMUM 4.000 
SUM 1626.600 
MISSING CASES 0 
89 
PTRA PUPIL TEACHER RATIO 
COUNT 
MEAN 
MODE 
0 
1 
0 
1 
5 
4 
9 
15 
1 7 
9 
13 
13 
1 1 
15 
4 
3 
0 
KURTOSIS 
S E SKEW 
MAXIMUM 
VALID CASES 
MIDPOINT ONE SYMBOL EQUALS APPROXIMATELY .40 OCCURRENCES 
5 
6 ••• 
7 :•• 
8 •:• 
9 
10 ••• 
11 ········••:•• 12 •••••••••• 
13 ····················••: 
14 ··························••:••······· 
15 ······························•••:•••······ 16 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
17 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10 ······························••: 
19 ··························=· 
20 ·················••:••················ 21 •••••••••• 
22 •••••••• 
23 
24 ••: 
25 : •• 
I .... + •••• I .... + •••• I .... + •••• I .... + •••• I .... + ..•. I 
16.285 
15.400 
.448 
. 2 1 7 
24.800 
124 
0 4 8 12 16 20 
HISTOGRAM FREQUENCY 
STD ERR .299 MEDIAN 16.400 
STD DEV 3.333 VARIANCE 11.110 
S E KURT .431 SKEWNESS -.313 
RANGE 19. 1 00 MINIMUM 5.700 
SUM 2019.400 
MISSING CASES 0 
90 
ACH ACHIEVEMENT FACTOR 
COUNT MIDPOINT 
1 5.4 
2 5.6 
5 5.B 
B 6.0 
13 6.2 
12 6.4 
10 6.6 
1 5 6.8 
8 7.0 
13 7.2 
10 7.4 
15 7.6 
7 7.8 
2 8.0 
2 8.2 
0 8.4 
0 8.6 
0 8.8 
0 9.0 
0 9.2 
1 9.4 
MEAN 6.872 
MODE 6.790 
KURTOSIS ,454 
S E SKEW . 2 17 
MAXI'MUM 9.460 
VALID CASES 124 
7.97 
8.20 
8.29 
9.46 
TOTAL 
-------
124 
.8 
.8 
.8 
.8 
-------
100.0 
.8 97.6 
.8 98.4 
.B 99.2 
.8 100.0 
-------
100.0 
ONE SYMBOL EQUALS APPROXIMATELY .40 OCCURRENCES 
••• 
••••• 
········••:•• 
·············••:•••• 
··················•••:•••········ 
··························••:• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
·································••:•• 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
~····························••:• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
···················=·················· 
···········••:•••• 
••••• 
••• 
I .... + •••• I .... + •••• I .... + •••• I .... + •••• I .... + .••. I 
0 4 8 12 16 20 
HISTOGRAM FREQUENCY 
STD ERR .061 MEDIAN 6.855 
STD DEV .681 VARIANCE .464 
S E KURT . 4 3 l SKEWNESS .343 
RANGE 4.020 MINIMUM 5.440 
SUM 852.070 
MI SS ING CASES 0 
91 
SES SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS 
COUNT 
2 
5 
5 
9 
22 
22 
25 
1 1 
MEAN 
MOOE 
KURTOSIS 
S E SKEW 
MAXIMUM 
7 
6 
6 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
o· 
0 
0 
1 
MIDPOINT 
9482 
101 15 
10748 
11381 
12014 
12647 
13280 
13913 
14546 
15179 
15812 
16445 
17078 
17 7 1 1 
18344 
10977 
19610 
20243 
20876 
21509 
22142 
13026.823 
12531.000 
6.359 
. 21 7 
22456.000 
VALi 0 CASES 124 
ONE SYMBOL EQUALS APPROXIMATELY .50 OCCURRENCES 
••••• 
••••••••:• 
•••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
··························•••:••············ 
······························•••:••········ 
·······························••:•••············· 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••• 
········••:• 
•••• 
•• 
•• 
I .... + •••• l .... + •••• I .... + •••• l .... + •••• I .... + •••• I 
0 5 10 15 20 25 
HISTOGRAM FREQUENCY 
STD ERR 
STD DEV 
S E KURT 
RANGE 
SUM 
161.419 
179'7 .482 
.431 
13289.000 
1615326.00 
MISSING CASES 0 
MEDIAN 
VARIANCE 
SKEWNESS 
MINIMUM 
92 
12790.500 
3230942.05 
1. 587 
9167.000 
COUNT 
3 
9 
9 
9 
18 
7 
1 2 
0 
5 
8 
1 1 
6 
1 3 
1 0 
2 
2 
AEA 
MEAN 
MODE 
KURTOSIS 
s E SKEW 
MAXIMUM 
VALUE ONE SYMBOL EQUALS APPROXIMATELY .40 OCCURRENCES 
1. 00 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
5.00 
6.00 
7.00 
8.00 
9.00 
10.00 
1 1 . 00 
12.00 
13.00 
14.00 
15.00 
16.00 
••••••:• 
··········=············ 
··············=········ 
················••:•••• 
······················=······················ 
•••••••••••••••••• 
··························••:• 
••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
····················••:••••• 
••••••••••••••• 
·············=··················· 
··········=·············· 
••••• 
••••: 
1 ......... I ......... I ......... I ......... I ......... I 
0 4 8 12 16 20 
HISTOGRAM FREQUENCY 
AREA EDUCATION AGENCY 
7.976 STD ERR .378 MEDIAN 7.000 
5.000 STD DEV 4.215 VARIANCE 17.764 
-1.313 S E KURT .431 SKEWNESS .130 
. 217 RANGE 15.000 Ml NI MUM 1. 000 
16.000 SUM 989.000 
VALID CASES 124 MISSING CASES 0 
93 
... 
STATCON STATE CONTRIBUTION 
COUNT 
MEAN 
MODE 
0 
3 
1 
0 
5 
3 
9 
5 
6 
7 
12 
12 
9 
13 
6 
9 
1 1 
3 
6 
4 
0 
KURTOSIS 
S E SKEW 
MAXIMUM 
VALi D CASES 
MIDPOINT ONE SYMBOL EQUALS APPROXIMAIELV 
4 
7 •:•••••• 
10 ••: 
13 
16 ••••••:•••••• 
19 •••••••• 
22 ···········••:••······· 25 ••••••••••••• 
28 ••••••••••••••• 
31 •••••••••••••••••• 
34 ··························=··· 
37 ···························=·· 40 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
43 ·······················••:••••••• 46 ••••••••••••••• 
49 ···················=··· 
52 ···············=············ 55 •••••••• 
58 ········=······ 61 •••••:•••• 
64 
.40 OCCURRENCES 
I .... + •••• I .... + •••• I .... + •••• I .... + .••• I .... + •••. I 
37.900 
42.550 
-.508 
.217 
61. 990 
124 
o 4 e 12 16 20 
HISTOGRAM FREQUENCY 
STD ERR 1.173 MEDIAN 38.035 
STD DEV 13.064 VARIANCE 170.675 
S E KURT .431 SKEWNESS -.264 
RANGE 55. 270 MINIMUM 6.720 
SUM 4699.600 
MISSING CASES 0 
APPENDIX B 
TA&E 4.1 
x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. 
9JIXL FACR:ES 
Pupil TE!tlC'.IE' Ratio 16.2855 3.3332 15.9IT7 3.362.5 16.6797 3.iEm 
Qrti.f:i.ed Staff Exper:iea:e 13.un 3.6m 12.73.54 3.5176 13.5.JX> 3.7'l!JJ 
&:OOol Size 219.N:a 93.~ 173.())15 62.0284 271.2712 96.4542 
Sil1llNl' FAC'ItES 
Average Drlly Att:endaoce 96.3121 .7410 96.3323 .7916 96.28)8 .6Bi0 
Pupil M>bility .96'.I> .O'l56 .9628 .~ .9632 JJlZl 
Achievalelt 6.8715 .6814 6.8452 .6600 6.~ .7CJY+ 
F.13".AL FAC'ItES 
Per PuJILl Expenditures 3856.In4 CfB.43!1) 3935.1538 819.2213 37@ .1@5 794.2179 
State G:ntribution 37.~ 13.0C>43 34.7314 . 13.8193 41.1705 11.4zt> 
Scx::i.o F.caon:i.c Status 13126.8226 1797.4821 12428.1231 1200.8281 1~.4058 ~.3855 
~FAC.ltES 
Town Size 1357.1210 1184.6D2 118l.20ll lDJ.2161 1552.0339 1135.2.82) 
Transprtatioo TiJre 58.SZ74 12.6)26 58.2323 12.can 58.8525 13.~ 
96 
TA&E 4.2 
x S.D. 
s:IDI.. F>lll:RS 
Pupil Tetrl.ler Ratio 16.2855 3.3332 
Certified Staff Experiace 13.1177 3.673J 
Sclml Size 219.7003 93.a336 
SlUfENI' FACI.t.R:> 
Average Iaily Attendaoce 96.3121 .7410 
Pupil ?-bbility .96]) .0256 
kh.ievale:lt 6.8715 .6814 
FB:'.AL FACI.t.R:> 
Per Pupil Expenditures :m6.1774 aB.4300 
St.ate Cootri.butim 37.~ 13.tll43 
Socio Fcalcm:lt; StabJs 13>26.8226 1797.4821 
~ F.M.'!J.tR) 
Town Size 1357.1210 1184.63)2 
Transportatim TiDe 58.5274 12.C:D'26 
x S.D. 
15.7Ja> 3.5755 
13.CX»l 3.8218 
194.8475 98.0l:S 
96.3712 .9133 
.9659 .O'l.68 
6.8781 .6.:m 
llJ13.'2!!1+2 1058.4836 
:f>.(0)8 11.5846 
12928.83:>5 1359.<X»l 
1423.1017 l396.3EB1 
57.8)17 9.9'})1 
97 
MlllHFASI' 
QJAmANr 2 
(N-24) 
I S.D. 
17.0024 2.5ZJJ 
14.fro) 3.7(i')7 
252.!ml @.~ 
96.40+2 .5425 
.'ml .0241 
6.<x137 .7884 
37a>.2917 338.9228 
45.3936 13.8){() 
l.?641.C633 1515.5211 
1417.001) 983.0549 
55.4292 12.8914 
'fA]iE 4.3 
SJ{XI.. F.M::I(ES 
Pupil Teacher Ratio 
Certified Staff Exper:i.eoce 
Sch:lo1 Size 
SIUJlNI' F.M::I(ES 
Average lhlly Attendance 
Pupil :tt>bility 
kh:ievenEnt 
rn£AL F.M::I(ES 
Per Pupil Expenditures 
State Cootributian 
Socio F.caxmi.c Status 
GmRAHIIC F.M::I(ES 
Town Size 
Transix>rtatioo. Tine 
STATISIICAL IEFAKIXWi BY 
STA'1E Q.JArRANIS 'IHREE AND RlJR 
EN1'IRE 
RRI.A'I'KN 
(N-124) 
x S.D. 
16.2855 3.3332 
n.11n 3.67.D 
219.79)3 93.8336 
96.3121 .7410 
.96.'J) .crl56 
6.8715 .6814 
38.56.1n4 fm.4:m 
37.'XJXJ 13.0543 
13126.8226 1797.4821 
1357.1210 1184. 6.lJ'2 
58.5274 12.6126 
x S.D. 
17.2(£0 2.9Zl2 
12.8533 3.2118 
'2.Sl.Tm 110.:ml 
96.'JHJ7 .5370 
.9400 .(1}57 
6.6'.l.I> .6413 
3578.4(ij7 436.1433 
473127 7.318) 
13581.6<67 2953.7'!R7 
1104.2(00 783.0161 
60.'HJ7 13.6824 
98 
~ 
QJAmANl' 4 
(N-26) 
x S.D. 
16.3462 3.s:B5 
12.0192 2.cn74 
'221+.~ 00.2236 
96.13E .5'Sl 
.9:92 .alfi2 
6.~ .6755 
3649.2.D3 367.'5126 
42.()342 8.3443 
12362.0769 1892.8829 
l:;g).cm5 1045.2.519 
61.6154 16.3752 
TAmE 4.4 
STATISITCAL ~ BY ARFA Eim\T.IOO AGllCilS 1, 2 AND 3 
EN1'IRE AREA EJl.CITCN AREA Eim\T.IOO AREA mrATIOO 
RRJI.A1'ICW ~l ~2 K1!JCf. 3 
(Nal24) (N=a) (N-9) (N-9) 
x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. 
:nm.. FACIOO · 
Pupil Tea::her Ratio 16.2855 3.3332 19.5667 1.9553 14.9444 3.2319 15.7'2Zl. 3.'KJ79 
Certified Staff Fxperlen:.e 13.1177 3.67!ll 15.2333 1.0405 13.WJ 3.5512 12.sm 3.1548 
Sc:h:>ol Size 219.~ 93.8836 '!J15. fl:h1 71 • .W. 154.<XID 44.BffiS 129.ms 40.8))8 
SIUI.EN1' FACltl5 
Average nill.y Attendalv::e 96.3121 .7410 96.7333 .6658 96.4556 .4&1J 96.7556 .6616 
Pupil M>b:i.lity .<XOO .0256 .9767 .0058 .CX:f:,1 .02.'i) .9711 .01% 
h::h:ievenelt 6.8715 .6814 6.5433 .4188 7.2578 .6493 7.'lf112 .ffS16 
FIS:'.AI.. FACIOO 
Per Pupil Expenditures 3356.1774 8l3.4El 3m.3333 401.~ 3953.fl:h1 500.5357 4225.5556 €00.0703 
State Q:ntr:l..but:im 37.<;Xl)) 13.Cli43 46.3333 9.4271 18.5444 8.2938 22.5844 8.7f:JJ4 
Socio Fc.alcmic Status 13)'}.6.82'26 1797.4821 11798.3333 254.5375 12853.BE9J 826.4452 122Dl.fl:h7 655.3278 
GKGWmC F.ACIIR> 
Town Size 1357.1210 1184.fill2 'lfil7.0DJ 2039.5002 1441.2222 1453.9738 17lb.ma 1983.2682 
Transportat:ioo T.i.oE 58.5274 12.0026 67.fl:h7 15.0231 54.lOOJ 7.3634 59.4556 8.9.'YO 
99 
TAiiE 4.5 
OO'IRE AR&\~ AR&\ mcA'I'.[(J; AR&\ m.rATICN 
HRiA'l'Im .AGEl{,'Y 4 .AGEl{,'Y 5 .AGEl{,'Y 6 
(N=UA) (NJJ) (N=18) (N=7) 
I S.D. x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. 
!DUL F.AC!tR3 
Pupil Tea:her Ratio 16.2855 3.3332 16.5556 2.2CM 15.0333 4.3:65 18.1286 3.5551· 
c.ert.ified Staff Experience 13.1177 3.673) 14.6333 2.9-m 14.1:00 3.%73 12.5571 3.9600 
SclEo1 Size 219.7':03 93.00?6 2<li.atBJ 140.1931 lffi.8333 83.6732 22'2.4286 74.'SYJ 
SltliiNl' F.ACit:R> 
Average !Bily At.taidaoce %.3121 .7410 %.8778 .({IE %.2167 .fl.Jn %.4714 .4572 
Pupil ltixi.lity .963) .0256 .9722 .0179 .%72 .<Y216 .9719 .0111 
Ach:l.eveoelt 6.8715 .6814 7.1144 .7(65 6.5628 .5623 6.9371 .18.9 
Fm:'.AL FACR:JlS 
Per Pupil Expendi.tJJreB 3856.1774 813.438) 3584.4444 "J!J1. 9770 4281.6111 1200.3379 3344.8571 llD.97'!B 
St.ate Qntribut:im 37.~ 13.o:43 35.9356 7.5964 29.68:0 7.7'JJ5 34.37&5 io.ms 
Socio F.cooanic Status l'.lYJ.6.8226 1797.4821 13112.7778 981.3/d) 12936.7778 7ffi.1816 1.?filS.8571 1299.0282 
~F.ACll:R> 
Town Size 1357.1210 1184.63)2 2158.2Zl2 lfl!l.lfill g:J7 .ff:i>7 864.0131 1007.5714 541.5191 
'li:ansportatim Tiue 58.5274 12.aJ26 53.4Cm 7.75'5J3 62.ari'.3 10.4'!B8 ro.7571 17.7(:fJ5 
100 
TABlE 4.6 
ENTIRE ARF.A mrnoo ARF.A m.G\Tirn ARF.A m.G\Tirn 
RlU:ATICN AtELY 7 AtELY 9 N»Cf. 10 
(N-124) (N-12) (N-5) (N=S) 
I S.D. x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. 
SlUL FACltRS 
Pupil Tea::ber Ratio 16.2855 3.:m2 16.l.fil3 2.'lfiJ7 15.a:.ID 3 • .5492 17.l(XX) 2.1514 
Cert:.i..fial Staff Exper:i.en:e 13.1177 3.673) 14.7833 3.7675 14.~ 4.Cfil6 12.0l25 3.74-xJ 
ScbJo1 Siz.e 219.7'})3 93.8836 275.fflj7 65.77(:1) 205.ffill 72.8:61 271.37:Al 144.8700 
SlUI»lI' FAC!tRS 
Avemge Jkily Attendaoce 96.3121 .7410 96.27:Al .5345 95.88D .<»J4 95.6875 1.5643 
Pupil ttirl.lity .963) .0'256 .<Xb7 .<1277 .9:6) .ffi21 .9S:A> .<rrfl 
.Achievmelt 6.8715 .6814 6.CJJA2 .9358 6.77lfJ .Tl'XJ 6.lifil .7245 
Fffi:'.AL FJCJ.tES 
Per Pupil Expooditures 3856.1774 8B.4:m 3766.8333 3l>.4~ 4148.00D 313.1127 3534.7';00 245.1948 
State O:ntribut:f.m 37.~ 13.())43 49.Sllll. 8.77lfJ 48.9600 7.fOOl 49.1825 9.6143 
Socio &axmf c Status l:mb.8226 1797 .4821 14107 .2';00 1425.2823 12589. fro:) 842.~11 14700.00D 3443.6511 
(ID]Wt{fC FAC:lrES 
TCWl Si2:e 1357 .1210 1184.6'.nl l:ffi.8333 618.2938 600.00D ~.3874 1226.87:Al 954.~10 
Transportatioo. Tine 58.5274 12.0026 53.1667 12.4249 61.3IX> 12.18l3 53.1';00 11.8677 
* 'llere is oo Area Fdu::at:ioo. Agency 8 in lCMl 
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T.AIU 4.7 
Sl'ATISITCAL mF.AKlniN BY ARFA FilrATICli nlCIFS 11, 12 AND 13 
ENITRE ARFA Enmrn ARFA mrA'ITOO ARFA :mr.ATIOO 
RR1l.A'.IIrn AGE?LY 11 AGE?LY 12 AGE?LY 13 
(N=1.24) (N=ll) (N=6) (N=13) 
I S.D. x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. 
SllXL F.AC!tES 
Pupil TeoclE" Ratio 16.2855 3.3332 16.6<.m 3.6344 15.5333 1.7259 15.9231 3.3539 
Certified Staff Experiea:e 13.1177 3.67.Jl 9.8545 3.2219 13.5333 4.9549 12.2615 3.3210 
SclD01 Size 219.79)3 93.8836 223 • .5455 82.7100 199.00X> 71.7273 215.00X> 57.6223 
SllllNl' FICitES 
Average Drlly Att.endaoce 96.3121 .7410 96.3182 .4719 96.z=m .4fiJJ 96.0231 .5918 
Pupil M>bility .963) .0256 .9618 .O'fil .9$7 .0234 .9515 .CJ273 
Ach:ievenent 6.8715 .6814 6.7455 .5161 6.9'!h7 .4838 7.0CJBS .ffl52 
FISCAL FICitES 
Per Pupil Expenditures 3856.1774 003.4'.ID 4270.~1 lfffi.~ 3640.lffi7 225.on 3({:().2D3 295.2fffi 
State Coo.tri.but:im 37.~ 13.0)43 41.2955 17.0'291 42.67'5J 7.0046 38.5715 6.7376 
Socio Fccnmlc Status l:m.6.8226 1797.Li821 1JX>7.3636 ~.2517 12237.CXID 1.$9.5282 13270.:m? 14$.3432 
~FICitES 
Town Size 1357.1210 1184.6D2 1237.3636 1115.ffil2 1003.6€67 1346.4% 1236.9231 1112.7054 
'fumsportaticn Tine 58.5274 12.0026 52.4'.W. 8.1271 57.ffm 11.2965 ro.cms 8.2B73 
10'2 
TABlE 4.8 
srATISllOO.. ~BY AW.A mr.A'l100 J.GE?CJ:ES 14, 15 AND 16 
all'IRE AWA mm~ AW.A EllrA'ITOO AW.A EllrA'ITOO 
RFIJ.A'l'I!1' NB!Cf. 14 NB!Cf. 15 NB!Cf. 16 
(N=124) (N=lO) (N=2) (N=2) 
x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. 
SllXJ.. F.ACRES 
Pupil Tea::her Ratio 16.28.55 3.3332 16.3700 3.8494 20.200) 2.4()+2 18.lXO 2.5456 
Cert:ifierl. Staff Elqer'ieoce 13.1177 3.673) 12.SEro 2.o:JX) 12.ifiD 5.1619 12.llXl urns 
&:l:ool Size 219.~ 93.tfn> 218.~ 105.0lffi 199.~ 14.8492 m.cxm 45.2548 
S1UIBll' F.ACRES 
Average n:sily Attendaoce 96.3121 .7410 96.3'00 .3836 96.5.m .2121 96.2:00 .0707 
Pupil 1'bbility .%]) .0256 .9610 .0233 .9n) .0141 .94:0 .0071 
Ach.ievmmt 6.8715 .6814 6.8490 .7484 6.9m .74'25 6.'.lro • .55&) 
~F.ACRES 
Per Pupil Expenditures :mt>.1774 al3.4'm ?iJ72.~ 470.3744 3264.cxm 45.2548 32«J3.~ 218.49({) 
State Q:nt:rihut:lm 37.~ 13.0')43 43.&Xll 5.343) 48.57:o 4.1m 55.6m 5.4235 
Socio Fcooanic Status l:mt>.8226 1797.4821 10700.fro) m.6220 lOD>.~ 17.(fi,7 15351.CXID 121.6224 
C1mRAHIIC FJCI.t:m 
Town Size 1357.1210 1184.63J2 1'.B7.200l 100.1872 899.CXID 193.7473 1518.~ 141.1m 
'Ii"ansportatioo Tim 58.5274 12.6126 66.lfffi 24.1937 71.100) 10.3238 59.<HX> .0707 
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TABI.E 4.9 
SIOOFICANI' 
ANAilSIS CF VARIMO: 
FtR AIMINIS'1RATINE IN1'EN:>TIY 
ScbJol Size 
MAIN El'l':a::IS 
AIMINISIRATIVE JN.Im3TIY 
EXfUINfD 
RESIIl1AL 
'IOTAL 
State C'aitributim 
' 
MAIN El'l'l'LIS 
AIMINISIRATIVE JN.Im3TIY 
EXPU\lNED 
REIDlJAL 
10fAL 
Socio &Q1<JDic Status 
* Significant at .05 
SlM CF 
$1.TARFS 
'esm.134 
'S52$.1.34 
'S52$.l.34 
785839.415 
1004138.548 
6m.:JJJ 
67:12.:JJJ 
6'1:12.:JJJ 
14720 • .531 
20093.031 
~.844 
~.844 
~.844 
348439173.253 
'5)7405872.007 
M?AN 
IF ~ 
1 'S52$.l.34 
1 'S52$.l.34 
11 'S52$.1.34 
122 6441.'.D7 
ll3 8814.135 
1 2<m.833 
1 2<m.833 
11 2(}}).833 
122 122.671 
123 170.675 
1 ~.844 
1 ~.844 
11 ~.844 
122 28Sro58.797 
ll3 323B42.0:0 
104 
F 
46.310 
46.310 
46.310 
17.044 
17.0'fli. 
17.044 
17.14.5 
17.145 
17.14.5 
SIQUF 
CF F 
o.~ 
o.cmoc 
o.~ 
o.~ 
o.cmoc 
o.cmoc 
o.~ 
o.cmoc 
o.cmoc 
TABLE 4.9.1 
SlM CF MFAN SIGNIF 
~ DF SQ:JARE F CF F 
SJIXL FACTO~ 
Pupil Teacher Ratio 
MAIN Efl!'ECIS 17.4ffi 1 17.488 1.582 .211 
AIMINISIRATIVE INIENS.ITY 17.488 1 17.488 1.582 .211 
EXHAINfD 17.4ffi 1 17.488 1.582 .211 
RESillJAL 1349.(1)6 122 11.058 
TOfAL l:f:i6.554 123 11.lla 
c.ertif ied Staff Experiaice 
MAIN EFF'ECIS 19.972 1 19.972 1.528 .219 
AIMINISIRATIVE INIENS.ITY 19.972 1 19.972 1.52.8 .219 
EXHAINfD 19.972 11 19.972 1.528 .219 
RESillJAL 1594.549 122 13.070 
TOfAL 1614.521 123 13.126 
&rool Siz.e 
MAIN EFF'ECIS 298299.134 1 298299.134 46.31a a.cm+= 
AIMINISIRATIVE INIENS.ITY 298299.134 1 298299.134 46.31a a.CXXJI' 
EXPlAMD '83'1$.134 11 298299.134 46.31a a.cm+= 
RESillJAL 785839.415 122 6441.3)7 
TOfAL 10341'.l3.548 123 8814.135 
* significant at .05 
105 
TABLE 4.9.2 
ANALYSIS CF VARIANCE 
FOR AIMINJSIRATIVE INIENSITY 
&MCF MF.AN SICNIF 
~ IF ~ F CF F 
SIWNI' FACI'ORS 
Average Iaily Attendance 
MAIN EmOS .056 1 .056 .101 .751 
AIMINISIRATIVE INIENSITY .056 1 .056 .101 .751 
EXPI.AINED .056 11 .056 .101 .751 
RESillIAL 67.476 122 .553 
1UI'AL 67.53'2 123 .5/1) 
Pupil M:>bility 
MAIN F.H.'K!IS o.cm 1 o.cm .@ .925 
AIMINISIRATIVE INIENSITY o.cm 1 o.cm .@ .925 
EXPI.AINED o.cm 11 o.cm .@ .925 
RESillIAL .007 122 .an 
1UI'AL .fHI 123 .001 
.Achi.evaD:nt 
MAIN EmOS .005 1 .005 .202 .654 
AIMINJSIRATIVE INmfillY .005 1 .005 .20'2 .654 
EXPI.AINED .005 11 .005 .202 .654 
RESillIAL 57.CXl3 122 .467 
1UI'AL 57.lCB 123 .464 
* significant at .OS 
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TA&E 4.9.3 
SlM CF MEAN SIOOF 
~ IF ~ F CF F 
FISJAL FAC.ltRS 
Per Pupil Fxpenditures 
MAIN El'11£1S 852075.33) 1 852075.33) 1.3Jl .255 
AIMINISIRATIVE INIENSTIY 85al75.33) 1 asaJ75.3lJ 1.3)7 .255 
EXH.AINED 852075.33) 11 852075.33) 1.3Jl .255 
RESI1lJAL 79537'IJO. 767 122 651944.842 
1lJl'AL 00389346. (1Jl 12'3 653571.919 
State Cart:ribution 
MAIN Em£lS 6272.:JJJ 1 2C00.833 17.044 O.CXD* 
AIMINISIRATIVE INIENSTIY 6272.r:m 1 2C00.83.3 17.044 O.CXD* 
EXH.AINED 6'l12.:JJJ 11 2C00.833 17.044 O.CXD* 
RESI1lJAL 147al.531 122 122.671 
1lJl'AL 2C9J3.031 12'3 170.675 
Socio E'ccnan:i.c Status 
MAIN FB~H!IS ~.844 1 4ffJ(fi'93.844 17.145 O.CXD* 
AIMINISIRATIVE INIENSTIY 4ffJ(fi'93.844 1 4ffX!l:@8.844 17.145 O.CXD* 
EXH.AINED 4ffJ(fi'93.844 11 4ffJ(fi'93.844 17.145 O.CXD* 
RE3IllIAL 3484:JJ173.253 122 2850058.797 
'1UI'AL Wll.13812.(111 12'3 32DJ42.0:0 
* significant at .OS 
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TABIE 4.9.4 
SlM CF MFAN SIGNIF 
$1.IARES IF ~ F CF F 
GEroRAFHIC FACIORS 
T<Ml Size 
MAIN El'FHlS 427fm8.853 1 427fm8.853 3.<JE .au 
AIMINISlRATIVE INIEf3TIY 427fm8.853 1 427fm8.853 3.009 .au 
EXPLAINED 427fm8.853 11 427fm8.853 3.<JE .031 
RESillJAL 168335a56.332 122 13~.183 
1UrAL 172611905.185 123 lli03348.823 
Transportatioo 'I':ine 
MAIN El'l'HlS ll.s<l3 1 11.s<l3 .074 • 7ffi 
AIMINISlRATIVE INllffITlY 11.8<}3 1 ll.s<l3 .074 • 7ffi 
EXPLAINED 11.8<}3 11 11.8<}3 .074 • 7ffi 
RESillJAL 19523.700 122 lro.cro 
1UrAL 19535.(:()7 123 158.826 
* significant at .OS 
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TA&E 4.10 
&MCF ME'AN SI<m:F 
~ IF ~ F CF F 
Scmol Size 
MAIN Fl'FECIS 84510.449 3 28170.13) 3.382 .021* 
QJAilWlI' 84510.449 3 28170.150 3.332 .021* 
EXH..AINID 84510.449 3 28170.150 3.382 .021* 
RESI1lJAL 999628.cm 120 a:ro.234 
10I'AL 1Cl34l:f3.548 123 8814.135 
Per Pupil Expenditures 
MAlN Fl'FECIS '!iB37'l5.6CB 3 1831241.868 2.934 .036* 
QJAilWlI' 5493725.003 3 1831241.868 2.934 .036* 
EmAINED 5493725.603 3 1831241.868 2.934 .036* 
RE3IllJAL 71¥!!}':f:ilJJ.'83 120 62413:>.171 
'lUl'AL a:rm346. cm 123 653571.919 
State Cmtri.buticn 
M4IN mECIS 6Zl2.'3JJ 3 20}).833 17.044 o.cx:oic 
QJAilWlI' 6272.'3JJ 3 20}).833 17.044 O.OOJIC 
EmAINED 6Zl2.'3JJ 3 20}).833 17.044 o.cx:oic 
RE3IllJAL 147X>.531 120 122.671 
'IDrAL IDJ.n.an 123 170.675 
Socio F.caxmic Status 
MUN El'FliCIS 257'1$70. 779 3 8576323 • .593 2.700 .045* 
Q.JAmANI' 257'lfJJ70. 779 3 8576323.593 2.7(/} .045* 
EXPI.AINED 257'1$70.779 3 8576323 • .593 2.700 .045* 
RESillJAL 37167@1.318 120 'm7'5J/.Sll 
'lOI'AL .'5}7LIJ5872.CJJ7 123 32'.UJ42.o:D 
*Significant at .OS 
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TA&E 4.10.1 
SlM CF MEAN SIQUF 
~ IF ~ F CF F 
SXXL FACTORS 
Pupil Teocher Ratio 
MAIN ErnLlS 45.694 3 15.231 1.384 .251 
~ 45.694 3 15.231 l.~ .251 
EXPIAINED 45.694 3 15.231 1.384 .251 
RESillJAL 1320.8(() 120 11.007 
'IOfAL l~.554 123 11.110 
c.ertified Staff Experience 
MAIN Fl'l'a:::t.S 85.311 3 'JB.431 2.232 .cm 
~ 85.311 3 '213.437 2.232 .cm 
EXPIAINED 85.311 3 'lB.431 2.232 .cm 
RESillJAL 1529.210 120 12.743 
'IUfAL 1614.521 123 13.126 
Sc.OOo1 Sire 
MAIN El'l'a:::t.S 84510.449 3 ')}3170. l:D 3.382 .021* 
~ 84510.449 3 '213170.l:D 3.382 .CY.21* 
EXPIAINED 84510.449 3 'lBl 70. l:D 3.382 .021* 
RESillJAL ~.cm 120 s:m.234 
'IOfAL 10041~ • .548 123 8814.135 
* significant at .05 
llO 
r 
TA&E 4.10.2 
!Di CF l-1'.AN SIOOF 
~ IF ~ F CF F 
snnEil' F.ACICR3 
Average Iaily Attendaoce 
MAIN El'l'K!IS 1.329 3 .443 .s:a .495 
QJAIEANI' 1.329 3 .443 .003 .495 
EXR.AINED 1.329 3 .443 .SB .495 
RE3IlllAL 66.213 12:> .552 
'IUI'AL 67.532 123 .98 
Pupil M:>bllity 
MAIN mID.S .005 3 .00'2 2.531 .oo:> 
QJAIEANI' .005 3 .00'2 2.537 .00) 
EXR.AINED .005 3 .00'2 2.531 .oo:> 
RE3IlllAL .001 12) .an 
'IUI'AL .(JJl 123 .001 
Ac.hievaielt 
MAIN El'l'J£1S 1.115 3 .3n .797 .4C}3 
QJAIEANI' 1.115 3 .3n .797 .4~ 
EXR.AINED 1.115 3 .3n .797 .4~ 
RE3IlllAL 55.~7 12) .467 
'IUI'AL 57.lffi 123 .464 
* significant at .OS 
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TAmE 4.10.3 
&MCF MF.AN SIOOF 
~ IF $J1ARE F CF F 
rn:cAL F.ACitES 
Per Pupil Expenditures 
MAIN El'l'a:IS 5/63725.fl13 3 1ID1241.S(B 2.934 .O?b* 
cpAmANr 5493725.fl13 3 1ID1241.~ 2.934 .O?b* 
EXH.AINED 54937'l5.fl13 3 1ID1241.~ 2.934 .O?b* 
RESill1AL 74f:J)!XrlJJ.493 12) 6241D.171 
'IU1'AL 81300346.007 123 653571.919 
St.ate O::ntribution 
MAIN EFfHl'S 6272.3X> 3 20}).833 17.044 0.00)tt 
cpAmANr 6272.3X> 3 20}).833 17.044 O.OO)tt 
EXH.AINED 6Zl2.3I> 3 20}).833 17.044 O.OO)tt 
RESill1AL 14720.531 12) 122.671 
'IU1'AL 2£9J3.031 123 170.675 
Socio Eca:md.c Status 
MAIN E1'1'l!CIS 'l57'2f§)70. 779 3 8576323. 59'3 2.700 .<'A~ 
cpAmANr 'l57'2f§)70.Tl9 3 8576323.59'3 2.700 .<'A~ 
EXH.AINED 'l5l'HJ70. 779 3 8576323.593 2.700 .<'A~ 
RESill1AL 37167f;X)l.318 12) 'nJT.JJ7.511 
'IU1'AL '§)711.EJ372.007 123 ~2.CID 
* significant at .OS 
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Tm.E 4.10.4 
SlM CF MEAN SIOOF 
~ IF $1.JARE F CF F 
GFIUWHIC FACitES 
Town Size 
MAIN Fl'Fl!C:CS 131.m).434 3 4f#IJJ.145 .325 .F!Jl 
QJAIRANI' 131.m).434 3 4f#IJJ.145 .325 .007 
EXRAINID 13)32)).434 3 4f#IJJ.145 .325 .F!Jl 
RE3IllJAL 1712187C'A..751 laJ 1426822.540 
WT.AL 172611915. las 123 ltm.'348.82'3 
Transportatioo Tine 
MAIN Fl'Fa:IS (ffi.900 3 2)).032 1.269 .'JH) 
QJAIRANI' (ffi.900 3 2)).032 1.268 .'lfB 
EXRAINID (ffi.900 3 2)).032 1.268 .'lHJ 
Rlfilll1AL 18935.511 1:3) 157.796 
WT.AL 19535.007 1Z3 158.826 
*significant at .05 
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TAl:IE 4.11 
SCMCF WAN SIOOF 
~ IF S1.1ARE F CF F 
Sch.:xil Size 
MAIN E1il'l'.l!IB 28'.H)3. 7:1+ 14 2f1Zll. (fJl 2.761 .00'2* 
ARFA EIXr'.ATICfi ~ 28'.H)3. 7:1+ 14 7J1lll.@7 2.761 .{))21C 
EXPI.AINID 28'.H)3. 7:1+ 14 2f1Zll.(f}'l 2.761 .CXl2* 
RESillW.. 8XB34.794 100 7342.521 
'RJI'AL 1004138.548 123 8814.135 
State Cantribut:i.oo 
MAIN E»EL"IS 11779.18) 14 841.370 9.953 O.CXDI' 
ARFA EIXr'.ATICfi K1!1l.::i 11779.100 14 841.370 9.953 O.CIDI' 
FXft.AilE) 11779.18) 14 841.370 9.953 O.CXDI' 
RESillW.. 9213.851 100 84.531 
'RJI'AL aJJ93.031 123 170.675 
Socio Fcaian:l.c Stab.JS 
MAIN E1'l'K!lS 1~7.353 14 10'217aJ4.811 4.378 O.CXDI' 
ARFA EilI'AT.[(tf JJBf:Jf. 143)4(B57 .353 14 10'217al4.811 4.3'78 O.CIDI' 
EmAilE> llIDIJ!b7 .353 14 10'217al4.811 4.378 O.CIDI' 
RE3IIlJAL 254lSil>4. 744 100 ~.9)7 
'RJI'AL Ylli1:ifl2.C1Jl 123 32DJ42.CBJ 
* S:ign:l.ficant at .as 
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TAPIE 4.11.1 
SCMCF WAN SIGNlF 
~ IF ~ F CF F 
s:IDL FACIORS 
Pupil TEECl::ler Ratio 
MAIN EHB:lS 1:6.fm 14 11.1&> 1.CXB .451 
AREA EllI'ATICN AGEH::Y 156.00'2 14 11.186 1.<D3 .451 
E.m.AINID 156.fm 14 11.1&> 1.CXB .451 
RFSilUAL laJJ.952 100 11.100 
1Ul'AL 1'.J56.554 1Z3 11.110 
Certif ia:i Staff Experience 
MAIN EHB:lS 248.663 14 17.762 1.417 .157 
AREA Ellr.ATICN l!l.1!K:f. 248.663 14 17.762 1.417 .157 
E.m.AINID 248.663 14 17.762 1.417 .157 
RFSilUAL 1365.857 100 12.531 
1Ul'AL 1614.521 1Z3 13.126 
Scmol Size 
MAIN mHlS 2838)3.754 14 'l!l271.fE7 2.761 .00'2* 
ARFA FLU'ATICN AGEH::Y 283003.754 14 'lf1Z'll.@7 2.761 .002* 
E.m.AINID 2838)3.754 14 'l!l271.@7 2.761 .00'2* 
RFSilUAL 8Xl334.794 100 7342.521 
1Ul'AL 1034138.548 1Z3 8814.135 
* significant at .OS 
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TA&E 4.11.2 
SlM CF MFAN SIGNlF 
~ IF ~ F CF F 
Sil1IElI' FACRR) 
Average. D:l.ily Att:mdance 
MAIN El'FECIS 11.018 14 • 7ff"l 1.518 .116 
ARFA FJJr.A'l'ICN N:;f!JCi 11.018 14 • 7ff"l 1.518 .116 
Em.AINED 11.018 14 • 7ff"l 1.518 .116 
RESillJAL 56.514 100 .518 
'lUfAL 67.532 123 .549 
Pupil M:>bility 
MAIN E1'FEOS .(JJ) 14 .001 .879 .583 
ARFA FJJr.A'l'ICN N:;f!JCi .(JJ) 14 .001 .879 .583 
Em.AINED .(JJ) 14 .001 .879 .583 
RESI1lJAL .078 100 .001 
'lUfAL .CHl 123 .001 
AchievaIBlt 
MAIN El'l''.ECIS 7.547 14 .s:JJ 1.18> .2% 
ARFA FJJr.A'l'ICN N:;f!JCi 7.547 14 .539 l.lffi .296 
Em.AINED 7.547 14 .s:JJ 1.18> .2% 
RESillJAL 49.555 100 .455 
'lUfAL 57.lffi 123 .4f:A 
*significant at .OS 
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TAlU 4.11.3 
SlM CF MEAN SIGNJF 
91.JARES ~ F CF F 
Fis:.AL FACR:RS 
Per Pupil &cpenditures 
MAIN El'l'l!L!S 12767034.834 14 911931.oo:> 1.470 .135 
ARFA EDrATI<li AGEK:Y 12767034.834 14 911931.00) 1.470 .135 
EXH.AINID 12767034.834 14 911931.00) 1.470 .135 
RE3IIlJAL 67622311.263 100 6:ma8.177 
'IOl'AL 00300346.007 123 653571.919 
State Cootribution 
MAIN E1'FELlS 11779.100 14 841.370 9.953 O.<.m* 
ARFA EDrATI<li AC»O' 11779.100 14 841.370 9.953 O.OOJ!c 
EXPIAINfl) 11779.100 14 841.370 9.953 O.OOJ!c 
RE3IIlJAL 9213.851 100 84.531 
'IOl'AL ~.031 123 170.675 
Socio Fccncmic Status 
MAIN El'l'l!L'IS 14D'l0367.353 14 10217:.Dl.811 4.378 O.<.m* 
ARFA EDrATI<li AGEK:Y 14D!IIBS7 .353 14 10'217:.Dl.811 4.378 O.OOJ!c 
EXPIAINfl) 14D40067.353 14 10217:.Dl.811 4.378 O.<.m* 
RE3IIlJAL 25436W..744 100 2333623.007 
'IOl'AL '5}7ll:ffl72.007 123 32'.ml+2.ffi) 
* significant at .05 
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TABI.E 4.11.4 
SIM CF MEAN SI<mF 
~ ]Ji' ~ F CF F 
GEffiRAHUC FACIOO 
TCMI Size 
MAIN EmCIS a>148785.361 14 1439198.954 1.029 .431 
AREA Ellr'A'I.'Irn AGE?CY a>148785.361 14 1431198. 954 1.029 .431 
EXFL\INED a>148785.361 14 1431198.954 1.029 .431 
RESIDJAL 152463119.824 100 1398744.219 
1U1'AL 172611<;ll5.185 123 llll3348.823 
Transportatioo Tine 
MAIN El''F'l£1S :ms.076 14 214.648 1.415 .158 
AREA Ellr.A'l'IlN AGaCY :ms.076 14 214.648 1.415 .158 
EXFL\INED .'.IDS.076 14 214.648 1.415 .158 
RESIDJAL 165lJ.531 100 151.656 
1U1'AL 19535.007 123 158.826 
* significant at .05 
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Table 4.12 
Mean 
35.94 
38.57 
41.29 
42.68 
43.89 
46.33 
48.58 
48.97 
49.ld 
:.,g. 55 
55.66 
TUKEY FOR INTERACTION OF AREA EDUCATION 
AGENCIES AND STATE CONTRIBUTION 
AEA 2 AEA 3 AEA 5 
AEA 
4 
* 
13 
* * 
11 
* * 
12 
* * 
14 
* * 
1 
* * 
15 
* * 
9 
* * * 
10 
* * * 
7 
* * * 
16 
* * * 
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AEA 6 
* 
TABLE 4.13 
VARJ.AliE 
STA1'B CIN.lRlBJl'ICN 
.:m.44 
.11454 
.03618 
.fiJm 
VAR!AlUS IN 'IHE RJ1ATICli 
B 
-.015678 
cmr. STAFF m'ERIEKE .002733 
'Rl1N SIZE -5.Tll9'?E--05 
RIP.IL MELTIY -1.355996 
~TIJ£ -.<:XEro 
AVERAGE IJ\ILY ATmID. .oszc.n> 
RIP.IL '11?.ACmX RATIO .033352 
~SfA'IIB -8.29153&-05 
PER R1PIL EXfflIDIDJRE -5.04178E-05 
3Jfil, SIZE .0017J) 
(COOTANI') 4.201912 
SE B BErA T SIG T 
.005785 -.~1 -2.7100 .0078 
.017222 .014533 .~ .f:f/42 
5.870E-05 -.100370 -.ml .3275 
2.331870 -.~ -.58'2D .5621 
.C05355 -.0361f:f/ -.9710 .3336 
.<mJt>l .057528 .(£8) .5442 
.021617 .163159 1.543) .1256 
4.0119E-05 -.21Bm -2.CX>70 .0410 
9.2ffiSE-05 -.005<}32 -.0540 .9568 
9.6978B-05 .Z!iJ.)llJ 1.73]) .07f1J 
8.58J921 .48}) .6'15l 
APPENDIX C 
CHAPTER 4 
ACCREDITED SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
PREAMBLE 
The following standards are the minimum require· 
men ts that must be met by an Iowa public school district 
to be accredited. A public school district that does not 
maintain accredit.ation shall be merged by the state 
board or education with one or more contiguous school 
districts as required by Iowa Code subsection 256.11(12). 
A nonpublic school must meet the standards if it wishes 
to be designated as accredited for operation in Iowa. The 
standards are intended to fulfill the state's responsibility 
for making available an appropriate educational 
opportunity for each child of school age in Iowa. They 
are designed to ensure that each child has access to 
educational programs essential to the needs and abilities 
of the child regardless of race, sex. handicapping 
condition, language. socioeconomic background. or 
geographic location. No public school district, or a 
nonpublic school desiring to be accredited, is required 
to meet the provisions of this chapter prior to July l. 
1989. 
Division I 
General St.andards 
670-4.1 (256) General standards. 
4.1( 1) Educational units governed by standards. 
These standards govern the accreditation of all prekin· 
dergarten, if orrered, or kindergarten through grade 
twelve school districts operated by public school 
corporations and the accreditation, if requested. of 
prekindergarten or kindergarten through grade twelve 
schools operated under nonpublic auspices. "SchoolH 
means prekindergarten, if offered. and any organiza· 
tional pattern of kindergarten through grade twelve of 
an elementary-secondary education program. Equal 
opportunity in programs shall be provided to all students~-'-­
regardless of rnce, national origin, sex. or disability. 
Each board shall t.ake affirmative steps to integrate 
students in attendance centers and courses. In order to 
monitor progress. district, attendance centers. and 
course enrollment data shall be collected on the basis 
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nf race. national origin. ~ex and disability. and re\ iewed 
ancl updated annually. 
4.1(2) School board. Each s<:hool or school district 
~hall b.: ;.:-overned b.v an identifiable authority which shall 
exercise the functions necessarv for the effect1\·e 
operation of the school and refer~cd to in these ruies 
as the "board." 
.t. I (:1) Application for accreditation. The board of any 
~chool or school di.0 trict that is not accredited on the 
ef!'ective date of these standarcls and which seeks 
accreditation shai I file an application with the director. 
department of education. on or before the first day of 
January of the school year preceding the school year for 
which accreditation is sought. 
4.1(4) Accredited schools and school districts. Each 
school or school distric~ receiving accreditation under 
the provisions of these standards shall remain accredited 
except when by action of the state board of education 
it is removed from the list of accredited schools 
maintained by the department of education in accordance 
with Iowa Code subsections 256.11(11) and 256.11(12). 
4.1(5) When nonaccredited. A school or school 
district shall be nonaccredited on the day after the date 
it is removed from the list of accredited schools by action 
of the state board of education. 
4.1( 6) Exemption request. A board may requesdrom 
the director of the department of education exemption 
from one or more of the requirements of the educational 
program specified in Iowa Code subsection 256.11(6). The 
request shall meet all requirements of Iowa Code 
subsection 256.11(8) and shall be granted only if the 
director determines that it is partofa planned, innovative 
curriculum project meeting the educational needs and 
interests of pupils and is broadly consistent with the 
intent of the educational program as defined in Iowa 
Code subsection 256.11(6). The director shall require an 
annual renewal of the exemption; any renewal of the 
exemption shall be at the discretion of the director. 
4.1 (7) Alternative provisions for accreditation. 
School districts may meet accreditation requirements 
through the provisions of Iowa Code sections 256.13, 
nonresident pupils; 273.7A, services to school districts; 
279.20. superintendent-ter.m;-280.15, joint employment 
and sharing; and 282.7, attending in another corpora· 
tion-payment. Nonpublic schools may meet accredita· 
tion requirements through the provisions of Iowa Code 
section 256.12. 
Division II 
Definitions 
670-4.2(256),~efinitions...-For--pnrposes of ~hese 
accreditation standards, the following definitions shall 
be used. 
4.2(1) Minimum school calendar and day of instruc· 
tion. Each board shall adopt a school calendar that 
identifies specific days for student instruction. staff 
de•·e!opment and in-service time. and time for teacher 
conferences. The length of the school calendar does not 
dictate the length of contract or employment days for 
individual instructional and noninstructional staff. The 
school calendar may be operated any time during the -
school year of July 1toJune30 as defined by Iowa Code 
section 279.10. A minimum of 180 days of the· school 
calendar. for school districts beginning no sooner than 
September I. shall be used for student instruction. These 
days shall meet the definitions of "day of school" in 
subrule 4.2(2), "minimum school day" in subrule 4.2(3). 
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and "cla1· of attendance" in "ul1rul~ I :.'.!-iL Of tht· 
rtmain1r.'1Z da.1·,; in the schooi rali!ndar. a minimum ,if 
21) days. exdudinp; vacation and holiday~. shall~~ us1:d 
as d<.'terrnint:d b\' t:-ie board for other educational 
purposes i n\'oh in~ i nbtructional and non instructional 
staff. 
4.2(2) fJay of sl'f1ool. A day of school is a day durin!Z 
which the .>chool or school di;:;trict is in session and pupils 
are uncler the guidance and instruction of ti-:e instruc· 
tional professional ,;taff. School shall be considered in 
session during activities such as field trips i( pupils are 
eng-aged in school programs or activities under the 
guidance and direction of the instructional professional 
staff. All grade levels of the school or school district mu5t 
be operated and available for attendance by all pupil;: 
An exception is if either the elementary or secondary 
grades are closed for a portion of the day for activities 
such as staff in-service prog:-ams or pa.rent-teacher 
conferences provided that this time is made up at some 
other point during the school calendar so as to meet the 
minimum of 180 days of instruction for all grade levels 
one through twelve. ff a classroom or attendance center 
is closed for emergency health or safety reasons but the 
remainder of the school or school district is in operation. 
the day may be count.ed as a day of school. 
4.2(3) Minimum school day. A school day shall consist 
of a minimum of five and one-half hours of instructional 
time for all grades one through twelve. The minimum 
hours shall be exclusive of the lunch period. Passing time 
between classes may be counted as part of the five and 
one-half hour requirement. The school or school district 
may record a day of school with less than the minimum 
instructional hours if emergency health or safety factors 
require the late arrival or early dismissal of pupils on 
a specific day. 
4.2(4) Day of attendance. A day of attendance shall 
be a day during which a pupil was present and under 
the guidance and instruction of the instructional 
professional staff. A pupil shall not be counted in 
attendance during school calendar days designated by 
the board for certificated staff in-service programs or 
for parent·teacher conferences unless these are con· 
ducted outside the time required for a "minimum school 
day." (Note exception in subrule 4.2(2).) 
•.2(5) Enrolled pupil. A pupil shall be considered 
enrolled after registering with the school or school 
district and taking part in the educational program. 
4.2(6) Kindergarten program. A kindergarten 
program complying with the educational program 
description in subrule 4.5(2) shall be operated by a school 
district. A nonpublic.· school is not required to offer 
kindergarten in order to be accredited. Prior to July 1. 
1992. the number of instructionai days within the school 
calendar and the length of the school day for kinder· 
garten shall be defined by the board. Starting July l. 
1992, kindergarten programs of accredited school 
districts, and nonpublic schools if offered. shall operate 
a minimum of 180daysand shall meet a minimum school 
day time requirement of four and one-half hours. 
Division III 
Administration 
670-4.3(256) Administration. The following stand-
ards shall apply to the administration of accredited 
schools and school districts. 
4.3(1) Board records. Each board shall adopt by 
written policy a system for maintaining accurate records. 
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The system shall provide for recording and maintaining 
the minutes of all board meetings. coding all receipts 
and expenditures. and recordir.g and filing all reports 
required by the Iowa Code or requested by the director 
of the department of education. Financial records of 
::c~.:)Q] dis~ricts shall be maintained in a manner as to 
be easily audited according to accepted accounting 
proced•.Jres. 
4.3(2) Policy manual. The board shall de\·elop and 
maintain a policy manual which provides a codification 
of its policy actions with the adoption date. the review 
date. and any revision date of each. Policies shall be 
reviewed at least every three years to ensure relevance 
to current practices and compliance with the Iowa Code. 
administrative rules and decisions. and court decisions. 
4.3(3) Needs assessment. statement of philosophy, 
and !on;;·range plans. The board. in compliance with 
Iowa Code section 280.12 and as a standard for 
accreditation. shall adopt and implement a process for 
conducting an ongoing needs assessment for the school 
or school district. Information obtained from this process 
shall be used by the board, in conjunction with other 
data. to establish and update both long- and short-range 
plans which include specific goals for meeting the 
identified needs. The purpose of the assessment process 
is twofold: first, to assist the board in developing and 
evaluating a statement of philosophy for the school or 
school district; and second, to determine the areas of 
student performance, knowledge, and attitudes which 
are judged to be most crucial in me€tingschool or district 
goals. This process. for school districts, shall comply with 
Iowa Code section 280.18 requiring the adoption of goals 
to improve student achievement and performance. As 
part of its assessment the board shall develop a process 
for communicating with business. industry, labor, and 
higher education regarding their expectations for 
adequate student preparr.tion. 
The statement of philosophy shall describe the board's 
beliefs about topics which shall include. but need not 
be limited to, the nature of learning, the purpose of the 
school or school district, the scope of educational 
experiences that the school or school district should 
provide, the nature of its learners. and a description of 
a desirable learning atmosphere. 
While there are various procedures or models that may 
be used in conducting a needs as.sessment, the following 
basic steps shall be included. School goals shall be 
identified and stated in terms of what learners should 
be able to perform as a result of their schooling. The 
board shall determine which of these goals represent 
learning that would help the majority of the students· 
in each course assume responsibilities as citizens, 
parents. and wage earners. Such identified goals shall 
be called basic skills and should be given the highest 
priority. School staff, students, parents, and community 
members shall recommend courses to be offered above 
requirements established by subrules 4.5(1) to 4.5(5) and 
within the optional areas described in subrule 4.5(5), 
paragraphs "g," "h," and "i." Recommendations of this 
committee shall primarily reflect both the identified 
needs and resources of the school or school district. 
~ssessment procedures, including those persons respon· 
sible for assessment, shall be identified for goals in the 
basic skills areas, and performance criteria shall be 
established and reviewed. 
In identifying school goals, specific consideration shall 
be given to the five-year plan for the achievement of 
educational g11als in Iowa dereloped by the state board 
uf education as rc4uired by Iowa Code sub~ection 
2;)ti.7(41. 
As part of its net!ds assessment policy the board shall 
include provi:;ions for keeping its various public:; 
regularly informed of its policies. procedures. programs. 
and planning for the school or school district. This policy 
shall ensure involvement and consultation with students. 
parents. teachers. administrawrs. and representatives 
from the community in developing the various processes 
required by Iowa Code section 280.12. 
4.3( 4) Personr.el evaluation. Each board shall adopt 
a performance evaluation process for school personnel. 
Personnel eval:.iation processes of school districts shall 
conform to Iowa Code sections 260.33 and 279.14. 
4.3(5) Instructional time audit. The board shall b•· 
adopted policy require its administration to provide a~ 
audit of the availability of instructional time for students. 
Considerations in an audit shall include. but need not 
be limited to. the patterns of employment and assignment 
of instructional professional staff; the relationship of the 
school organization and instructional methods to the 
availability of instructional time; identification of the 
responsibilhy for organizing and managing the instruc· 
tional program. with specific attention to the effect of 
curriculum sequencing and integration on instructional 
time availability; and the effect of cocurricular and 
extracurricular activity programs on availability of 
instructional time. 
The administration shall provide an annual report to 
the board on the availability of instructional time for 
students. 
4.3(6) Student records. Each board shall require its 
administrative staff to est.a.blish and maintain a system 
of pupil records. This system shall include for each pupil 
a permanent office record and a cumulative record. 
The permanent office record shall serve as a historical 
record of official information concerning the pupil's 
education. At a minimum it should reflect evidence of 
attendance and educational progress, provide an official 
transcript. have all base dat.a. for use in planning to meet 
educational needs. and provide all data for official school 
reports. This record- i~ to. be permanently maintained 
and stored in a fire-resistant safe or vault. 
The cumulative record shall provide a continuous and 
current record of significant information on progress and 
growth. It should renect information such as courses 
taken, scholastic progress. school attendance. physical 
and health record, experiences, interests, aptitudes. 
attitudes. abilities, honors, extracurricular activities. 
part-time employment; and-future plans. It is the 
"working record" used by the instructional professional 
staff in understanding the pupil. At the request of a 
receiving school or school district, a copy of the 
cumulative record shall be sent to officials of that school 
when a pupil transfers. 
The board shall adopt a policy concerning the 
accessibility and confidentiality of pupil records that 
complies with the provisions of the federal Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, as amended. 
and Iowa Code chapter 22. 
4.3(7) Standards for graduation. Each board provid· 
ing a program through grade twelve shall adopt a policy 
establishing the requirements students must meet for 
high school graduation. This policy shall make provision 
for early graduation and shall be consistent with these 
standards and the Iowa Code. 
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-1.:HH) ::tuder.t r·:~;ir,;-,,;;bi\:t:. ;,r>: •:1,.·q: int T'1~ 
bo;1rd _.;hall adopt •t·~dl'nt r1:,p•Jn~li·i:1l.\" .ifl•i 1 i:~·:: 
p1d1cit·~, !:i de\'~loµi:i}.! 1.~r r-1_•.,:i ... ir:~:-'•.~c'1 ;"«l1l·i·.:':;: :!1': >1J:....!""d 
-~hall in·::;i\;e parent~. :"tUd(~:»t;. ::1:-it;·Jct., .. '"::1.l a.:id 
nrJr':lr1~tr'J('tlUT1al r1rofeS~l'·!'li:!; :·Ulff. :tnd C1..:::i:-:.!Jr.ity 
member~ Student :-bpon:-:8:i;;:; and J;~..::µii:.e poi;cib 
;;h:i.il rl'iate co ~he educ:i.tir,na! ;1:.;r;ln~._.~ of tne sci:r_.ol •1r 
,chool ,fr:trict. The :101icih -h::it i:1c!Jdt. hut ne"'d r,1Jt 
be limt~l·d :o. :ltten(.i·:.l~ce: u:-': t1f t«b:J.~:·':'J and ~~e 'J~~~ r.;r 
pos;e~sion of alt:\~hol1c l:.::\·era~e~ 1'.ir. ::.n.:/ <:.·?r.t:rJ1,_ed 
substance: ,·iolent. ce~tr:.ic~i\"!~. ::r;d ""'::ous1~· G:3r 1Jpt1\'e 
behavior: s:.ispension. e:<;n;:s:on. ~r.1-::rgcncy :·-.::;;a.,·al. 
car;ioral punishment. ;i,:-:d µl~ysic~.I re~~rai~.t: O'.Jt·of· 
schooi behavior: paruci;:iat :ci:-i in ex trnc..:rr:cu!ar 
;-,1;tiviti1.:s: academic prol".ress: ~:-.d ciuz""'1$hip. 
[n de\"e!oping and applying .;~udt:nt re~;:>er.sibii and 
discipline policies. the bc»ard shall e:nsure d1.,;e proc~ss 
rights for students and par<:!115 In :'o:n.e rnstances. tnts 
may require deve!oping 5eparat~ pol1c1es f~r ~wcents 
who have been identified as requmn1 5pec1a1 eaucat;on 
programs and services. . . . _ 
The board shall also consi::::er tne potential of a 
disparate impact on students \'lrtue of race. sex. 
disabilitv, or national origin. 
The bo.ard shall publicize its support o: these policies: 
its support of the st::.ff in enforcing them: and the s~a!'fs 
accountability for irr:plerr.enti:-ig them. 
4.3(9) Health services. The board sh ail adopt a policy 
for the implementation oi a school health services 
program. The progr:i.:n shali be designed to help each 
student protect, improve. and maintain physical. 
emotional, and social well-being. 
Areas to be considered in the development of a policy 
could include, but not necessariiy be limited to: 
environmental health and safety; emergency health 
procedures and responsibilities; health promotion: 
communicable disease prevention and control; staffing 
for the school health program: administering of 
prescription medication; acute or chronic health 
problems: and-· health assessment and screening: and 
record keeping and program evaluation. 
4.3(10) Audit of school funds. This standard applies 
only to public school districts. The results of the annual 
audit of all public school district Cunds conducted by the 
state auditor or a private auditing firm shall be made 
part of the official records of the board. 1 
4.3( 11) School system organizational structure. The 
board shall officially adopt an organizational structure 
for the school(s) under its jurisdiction. This action shall 
be recorded in its minutes. 
4.3(12) Report on nonpublic school instruction. 
Between September 1 and October 1 of each year the 
secretary of each pubiic school district board shall 
request from each nonpublic school located within its 
boundaries a report of private school instruction as 
required by Iowa Code section 299.3. Each nonpublic 
school shall submit the required report in duplicate. The 
secretary of the public school board shall send one copy 
to the board secretary of the area education agency within 
which the public school district is locate-cl. ' 
Each nonpublic school shall send t.o each public school 
district from which it recei\·es pupils a list of the pupils 
of compulsory school age enrolled in the nonpublic school 
who are residents of that district. This list shall include 
the name, grade. date uf birth, name of parent or 
guardian. and location of the pupil's reside.nee. 125 
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:-=..r-. 1 ,,i! f'•·r~o:Hll'I 
li70--l.-ll~:if.i) :-=dwol Pl'l'::'onnel. l'<!r:ificate :;n•: 
•· ndor:<em(·r, t <tan,J ar,:."' re1ri ired in th i:; rule relate to 
i.:r:!·tiiicaks :rnd •::Hior:'t:'.!1•1nts i~.;ued bv the 5tate board 
r_;[ educa~ir.n. Tl:e fo!lo.v1ng ,:;tandanfs shall apply to 
person11J 0 rr.'.):oved irl ::ce:ed;ted schools. 
-1.-1( 11 lnstr 1ic1::)na! ;irofe:;sional staff. Each person 
who holds a cerufi.~a:c i:::-.dcrsed for the ser\'ice for which 
th«t person :s em plv_- ,,c: ::hall be eligible for classi fit;ati0n 
as ::i me'11ber of the instructional professional staff. 
-IA('.!) Nonin~tructior.al professionai staff. Each 
perso~. 'x:.o h0lds a s:aterne.1t ·:Jf proiessional recognition 
:none cf the noninst:·uctionai areas listed in Iowa Code 
subsection 256.I 1( 9 l"b," or in cr.e of the other noninstruc· 
tional professional areas designated by the state board 
of education. shall be eligible for classification as a 
member of the noni;;str:.ictional professional staff. 
4.4(3) Ba.Eis for approval of professional staff. Each 
member of tbe professional staff shall be classified as 
either i:-!structional er noninstructionaL An instructional 
professionai staff member shall be regarded as approved 
when holding either an appropriate certificate with 
endorsement or endorsement.s, or a certificate with an 
appro\·al statement. indicating the specific teaching 
assignments that may be given. A non instructional staff 
member shall be regarded as approved when holding 
a statement of professional recognition for the specific 
type of noninstrtictional professional school service for 
which employed. 
4.4(4) Required administrative personnel. Each 
board that operates both an elementary school and a 
secondary school shall empioy as its executive officer and 
chief administrator a person who holds a certificate 
endorsed for service as a superintendent. The board of 
a school district may meet this requirement by contract· 
ing with its area education agency for "superintendency 
services" as provided by Iowa Code section 27~.7 A. The 
individual employed or contracted for as superintendent 
cannot also serve as a principal in that school or school 
district. Boards of school districts may jointly employ 
a superintendent. provided such arrangements comply 
with the provisions of Iowa,, Code subsection 279.23(4). 
4.4(5) St.affirig policies-elementary schools. The 
board operating an elementary school shall develop and 
adopt staffing policies designed to attract. retain. and 
effectively utilize competent personnel. Each board 
operating an elementary s~hool ~h_all employ at least. one 
elementary princi~al. This position may be combined 
with that of secondary principal or with a teaching 
assignment at the elementary or secon~~ry level. 
provided the individual holds the proper certificates and 
endorsements. This position cannot be combined with 
that of superintendent. . 
When grades seven and eight are part of an organized 
and administered junior high school, the staffing policies 
adopted by the board for secondary schools shall ap_Ply. 
When grades seven and eight are part of a~ organ_1z.ed 
and administered middle school, the staffing policies 
adopted by the board for elementary schools shall apply. 
4.4(6) Staffing policies-secondary schools. The 
board operating a S!:!Condary school shall devel?P and 
adopt staffing policies designed to attract, retain. and 
effe<'tively utilize competent personnel. Each board 
operating :t secondary school shall employ at _least o.ne 
secondary principal. This position may be combined with 
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that of elt>mentary principal or \vith a teaching 
a~signmenl at _the elementary or secondary level. 
provided the indiv~dual holds the proper certificates and 
endorsements. This position cannot be combined with 
that of 5uperint~ndent. . . . 
-i..tli) Principal. A principal shall be defined as a 
member of the instructional professional staff who holds 
a certificate endorsed for the type of position in which 
employed. Under the supervision of the superintendent 
and pursuant to rules ar.d policies of the board. the 
principal serves as site manager and instructional leader 
of the attendance center or centers to .which ass.igned: 
·u"ervises the process and content involved in the 
delivery of educational and instructional ser\·ices; 
coordinates the development of the .budget for. the 
attendance center or centers for which responsible: 
supervises and evaluates all assigned certii!cated and 
noncertificated staff: submits recommendations to the 
administration regarding the appointment. assignment. 
promotion. transfer, and dis missal of all person~el 
assigned to the attendance cen~r or cent.ers for wh.1ch 
responsible: assists in developing and implementing 
board policy: and supervises a student activities program 
and assists in its development. 
4.4(8) Teacher. A teacher shall be defined as a 
member of the instructional professional sta.ff who holds 
a certificate endorsed for the type or position in which 
employed. A teacher diagnoses, prescribes, evaluates. 
and directs student learnings_ in terms or the school's 
objectives, either singly or in concert with other 
professional sta.Cf members; shares responsibility with 
the total professional sta.f! for developing educational 
procedures and student activities to be used in achieving 
the school's objectives; supervises educational aides who 
assist in serving students !or whom the teacher is 
responsible; and evaluates or assesses student progress 
during and following instruction in terms or the 
objectives sought, and uses this information to develop 
further educational procedures. 
4A(9) Educational aide. An educational aide shall 
be defined as an employee or volunteer who, in the 
presence or absence or professional instructional st.a.!! 
members but under the direction, supervision, and 
control of the instructional professional staff. supervises 
students on a monitorial or service basis; and works with 
students in a. supportive role under conditions deter-
mined by the instructional pro!essional st.a.ff responsible 
for the students, but not as a substitute !or or a 
replacement o( !unctions and duties of a teacher as 
established in subrule 4.4(8). 
During the initial year of employment. an educational 
aide shall complete an in-service training program 
approved by the board as provided in subrule 4.7(1). 
4.4(10) Record o( certificate or statement of profes-
sional recognition. The board shall require each 
administrator, teacher, support service st.a.Cf member. 
and non instructional staff member on its staff to supply 
evidence that each holds a certificate or statement of 
professional recognition which is in force and valid for 
the type or position in which employed. 
4.4(11) Record required regarding teacher and 
administrative assignments. The board shall require its 
superintendent or other designated administrator to 
rnaintain a file for all regularly employed members o( 
the instructional professional stare. including substitute 
teachers. The file shall consist of complete official 
transcripts of the preparation of these staff members 
and their it:l{al certificates or copies thtn:uf ~howinl{ that 
they are elil{ible for the positiun in 11 h1ch employed. The 
official ~hall aJ..;o maintain on file a legal n·rtificate or 
statement of professional recognition as dcfinerl ·jn 
suhru!e ..t ·H'.!J for each member of the noninstructior.al 
professional ~t:iff. The::ie records shall be on file at the 
L.::;;inni:-:g of and throughout each school year and sbll 
be ·ipdated annually to reflect all professional growth. 
On December I o( each year. the official shall verify 
to the department of education the certification and 
endorsement status of each member of the instructio!1al 
and administrative staff. This report shall be on forms 
provided by the department of education and shall 
iden ti fr all persons holding conditional authorizations 
and their specific assignment(s) with the conditional 
authoriz.at1on(s1. 
4.4(12) Nurses. Each board that employs a nurse 
shall require a current license to be filed with the 
superintendent or other designated administrat..or as 
specified in subru!e 4.4(10). 
4.4(13) Prekindergarten staff. Prekindergarten 
teachers shall hold a certificate valid for the prekinder-
garten level. The board shall employ personnel as 
necessary t.o provide effective supervision and instruction 
in the prekindergarten program. 
4.4(14) Physical examination. Except as otherwise 
provided in 6i0-22.15 (285), the local board shall require 
each employee to file with it certification of fitness to 
perform the tasks assigned which shall be in the Corm 
of a written report of a physical examination. including 
a check for tuberculosis. by a licensed physician and 
surgeon, osteopathic physician and surgeon. osteopath, 
or qualified doctor or chiropractic. A report shall be !iled 
at the beginning of service and at three-year intervals. 
Each doctor of chiropractic licensed as of July 1, 1974, 
shall a!Cirm on each certificate of physical examination 
that the affidavit required by Iowa Code section 151.8 
is on file with the Iowa board or chiropractic examiners. 
4.4(15) Support staff. The board shall develop and 
implement procedures for the use of educational support 
staff to augment classroom instruction and to meet 
individual student needs. These sta.ff members may be 
employed by the board or by the area education agency. 
Division V 
Education Program 
670-4.5(256) Education program. The following 
education program standards shall be met by schools 
and school districts for accreditation with the start of 
the 1989-1990 school year. 
4.5(1) Prekindergarten program. The prekinder· 
garten program, if o(fered. shall be designed to help 
children work and play with others. express themselves. 
learn to use and manage their bodies. and extend their 
interests in and understa.nding o! the world about them. 
The proram shall relate the role of the family to the 
child's developing sense or self and perception of others. 
Activities shall be designed to encourage cooperative 
efforts between home and school and shall utilize 
community resources. A prekindergarten teacher shall 
be certificated to teach in prekindergarten. 
4.5(2) Kindergarten program. The kindergarten 
program shall include experiences designed to develop 
healthy emotional and social habits; language arts and 
communication skills; the capacity to complete individual 
tasks: and the ability to protect and inerease physical 
well-being. A kindergarten teacher shall be certificated 
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mu::-l mt·"t tht• :":'j:..i.rt·::w:'lt.' nf tri1~ -;:ibru:~ ._.:·i1 :f it 
uffcrs a kirv.:t:r,.::1:'°':":~~ t)rugram. 
~ . .'it:ll F.le"":<;:nta!":; µ:ogram. ;rrad•:~ 1->i l".l' f1d!n\\'· 
;r,r ,;hall be tata:~t in grade~ one thrl)ui:h <1:-: E;i;rii~h­
language arts. ,,ocial studic~·. rrntherru;.tic 0 . ~":i::r.ce. 
health, ph»sical t-Juc:,t.on. traff:c ,,;;Jet::. ":.·..::;ic. and 
,·i~ual art. 
ln implementing the •:l<;>r.;e;it;,.ry program ~t:;r;Jard<:, 
the followinl! )!er:'C'rai curr1c:il1..m Jefin:ti0n3 ~hall b-: 
u,t:d. 
a. E;i1<lish-lanll'Uab'e art:>. F:nglish-lang·Jage arts 
ir.~truction shall incLde the fnlio-.\'ing corr.::.unication 
processes: speaking: :i5te:iin;;: n~adir . ..,;: writing-: \·1ewing: 
and visual expres3ion and nonverbal comr:.:.::iication. 
lr.,;tr;.iction shall incorporate language l'"arning and 
creative. logical. and critical thinking. The following 
::r.a!l be taught: oral and -.witten composition: commun-
ication processes and skills, including hand-.1:riting and 
spelling: literature: cre:;.tive dramatics; and reading. 
b. Social 5t:.idies. Social studies instruction shall 
include citizenship education. history, and social 
sciences. Democratic beliefs and \·alues. problem-solving 
skills. and social and political participation ~kills shall 
be incorporated. lr.struction shall er.compass geography. 
history of the United States and [owa. and cultures of 
other peoples and nations. American citizenship. 
including the stud:• of national. state. and locai 
government: and the awareness of the physical, social. 
emotional and men ta! self shall be infused in the 
instructional program. 
c. Mathematics. Mathematics instruction shall 
include problem solving: geometry: measurement; 
appropriate computational skills. including mental 
arithmetic: reasonableness of results: reading, interpret-
ing, and constructing tables, charts. and graphs; 
estimation; and the use of calculators as standard tools 
in problem solving. 
d. Science. Science instruction shall include me. 
earth. and physical science and shall incorporate hands-
on process skills: scientific knowledge; application of the 
skills and knowledge to students and society: conserva-
tion or natural resources; and environmental awareness. 
e. Health. Health instruction shall include personal 
health: food and nutrition: environmental health; safety 
and survival skills; consumer health; family life; 
substance use and nonuse, encompassing the errects or 
alcohol, tobacco. drugs, and poisons on the human body: 
emotional and social health; health resources: and-
prevention and control or disease. including character-
istics or communicable diseases. 
f. Physical education. Physical education instruct~on 
shall include movement experiences and body mechamcs: 
fitness activities: rhythmic activities; stunts and 
tumbling; simple games and relays; sports skills and 
activities: and water safety. 
g. Trame sarety. Trame safety instruction shall 
include pedestrian safety: bicycle safety: auto passenger 
sa£ety: school bus passenger safely; seat belt use; 
substance education: and the application of legal 
responsibility and risk management to these concepts. 
h. Music. Music instruction shall include skills, 
knowledge. and attitudes and shall include singing and 
playing music: listening to and using music: reading and 
writing music: recol{ni:ting the value of the world's 
musical heritage: respecting individual musical aspira-
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i. Visual art. \·;,·~al :in in;-;truction :;hail 1r.c·!uch• 
;wrcciving-, t'<Jmrrchen,l1nl!. and i.'Valuatin~ th~ \i~'ial 
v.,irld: \·iewing- and ;.;nder<t:rnding the .,-1~uai a:-L.;; 
developing- and comrn:..r1cat:n;;:- imaginative and inven· 
tive ideas; and makin;r art. 
4.5( tl .JunirJr hig~ 1w:;rram. grades 7 and 3. The 
following shall he ta:Jgnt :n grades seven and eight: 
E:iglish-lar.i,ruag-e art~. ;:oc1al studies. mathematics. 
~cience, he:ilth. ;::hysical ed'Jcation. music. and visual art. 
In implementing the )u:.ior high program standards. 
the following- genera! curriculum definitions shalt be 
used. 
a. English-language a:-ts. Same definition as in 
sub rule 4.5(3}"a" with the exclusion of handwriting. 
b. Social studies. Social studies instruction shall 
include citizenship educat:on. history and social sciences. 
Democratic beliefs ar.d values. problem-solving skills, 
and social and political participation skills. shall be 
incorporated. fnstruction shall encompass history, 
economics. geography. government including American 
citizenship, behavioral sC:ences, and the cultures of other 
peoples and nations. Strategies for continued develop-
ment of positive self-perceptions shall be in!used. 
c. Mathematics. Same definition as in subrule 
4.5(3)"c" with the addition of mental arithmetic through 
the real number system: ratio proportion. and percent. 
d. Science. Same definition as in subrule 4.5(3)"d." 
e. Health. Health instruction shall include personal 
health; rood and nutrition: environmental health; safety 
and survival skills: consumer health; family life; 
substance use and nonuse. encompassing the effects of 
alcohol, tobacco. drugs, and poisons on the human body; 
emotional and social health; health resources; and 
prevention and control or disease and the characteristics 
of communicable diseases. including sexually transmit-
ted diseases. 
f. Physical education. Physical education shall 
include the physical fitness activities that increase 
cardiovascular endurance. muscular strength. and 
flexibility; sports and games; tumbling and gymnastics; 
rhythms and dance; water s.afety; leisure and lifetime 
activities. 
g. Music. Same definition as in subrule 4.5(3)"h" with 
the addition of using music as an avocation or vocatio.n. 
h. Visual art. Same definition as in subrule 4.5(3)"i" 
with the addition of using visual arts as an avocation 
or vocation. 
4.5(5) High school program. grades 9-12. In grades 
nine through twelve a unit is a course or equivalent 
related components or partial units taught throughout 
the academic year as defined in subrule 4.5(18). The 
following shall be offered and taught as the minimum 
program: English-language arts. six units; social studies, 
!ive units; mathematics. six units as specified in subrule 
4.5(5)"c"; science, five units: health, one unit; physical 
education. one unit: fine arts, three units; foreign 
language, four units; and vocational education, ten units 
as speciCied in subrule 4.5(5)"i." 
In implementing lhe high school program standards. 
the following curriculum standards shall be used. 
a. English-language arts (six units). English· 
language arts instruction shall include the followinR' 
communication processes: speaking: listening: reading; 
writing: viewing; and visual expression and nonverbal 
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communit:ation. l~strucli?n shall inco.rpor:Ht:! langua!('e 
l1::arninl-( and creative. logical. and ~r1t1~al thinking. The 
proizram shall encomp~s commun1cat1on processes and 
skill:;: \Hltten compos1t1on; speech; debate: American. 
!'.:nlZ'lish. and world literature: creative dramatics; and 
Journalism. . . . . . . . 
b. Social studies (five units). Social studies 1nstruct1on 
~hal I include citizenship education, history, and the social 
sci1::nces. Instruction shall encompass the history of the 
l)'nited States and the history and cultures oi other 
peoples and nations including the analysis of persons. 
events. issues. and historical evidence reflecting time. 
change. and cause and effect; an overview of American 
~overnment through the study of the United States 
Constitution. the federal system of government, and the 
structure and relationship between the national. st~te, 
county, and local governments; and voter education. 
Economics shall include comparative and consumer 
studies in relation to the market and command economic 
systems. Geography shall include the earth's physical and 
cultural features. their spatial arrangement and 
interrelationships, and the forces that affect them. 
Sociology, psychology, and anthropology shall inclu~e the 
scientific study of the individual and group behav1or{s) 
reflecting the impact of these behaviors on persons. 
groups, society, and the major institutions in a society. 
Democratic beliefs and values, problem-solving skills, 
and social and political skills shall be incorporated. 
c. Mathematics (six units). Mathematics instruction 
shall include: 
(1) Two units of general mathematics, encompassing 
components in problem solving; geometry; measurement; 
appropriate computational skills, incorporating mental 
arithmetic through the real number system; ratio, 
proportion. and percent; reasonableness of results; 
reading, interpreting, and constructing tables, charts, 
and graphs; estimation; applications of mathematics: 
quantitative literacy: and the use of calculators and 
computers as standard tools in problem solving. 
(2) Four units of a sequential mathematics program 
which would serve as prerequisites to postsecondary 
educational programs. The program shall include 
algebraic, geometric, trigonometric, and finite mathe-
matical concepts; problem solving: applications of 
mathematics; reasonableness of results; estimation and 
mental calculations; and the use of calculators and 
computers as standard tools in problem solving. 
d. Science (five unita). Science instruction shall 
include biological, earth, and physical science, including 
physics and chemistry. Full units of chemistry and 
physics shall be taught but may be offered in alternate 
years. All science instruction shall incorporate hands-
on process skills; scientific knowledge; the application 
of the skills and knowledge to students and society; 
conservation of natural resources; and environmental 
awareness. 
e. Health (one unit). Health instruction shall include 
personal health; food and nutrition; environmental 
health: safety and survival skills; consumer health; 
family life: substance abuse and nonuse; emotional and 
social health; health resources; and prevention and 
control of disease, including sexually transmitted 
di:-eases. 
f. Physi<:al education (one unit). Physical education 
shall include the physical fitness activities that increase 
cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength and 
flexibility: sports and games: tumbling and gymnastics; 
rhythm:-: and danl'l': water ~afety: leisure and lif('tir.w 
ai:ti vi lie:;. 
All µhy~ically able students shall be required lO 
participate in tht' program for a minimum of one-eighth 
unit during each semester they are enrolled except as 
otht::rwi:,e µrovideJ in this paragraph. A twelfth-grade 
student may be excused from this requirement by the 
principal of the school in which the student is enrolled 
under one of the following circumstances: 
( l) The student is enrolled in a cooperative. work· 
studv. or other educational program authorized by the 
school which requires the student's absence from the 
school premises during the school day. . 
(2) The student is enrolled in academic courses not 
otherwise available. 
The student's parent or guardian must request the excuse 
in writing. The principal shall inform the superintendent 
that the student has been excused. 
g. Fine arts (three units). Fine arts instruction shall 
include at least two or the following: 
(l) Dance. Dance instruction shall encompass devel· 
oping basic movement skills: elementary movement 
concepts; study of dance forms and dance heritage; 
participating in dance; and evaluating dance as a creative 
art: and using dance as an avocation or vocation. 
(2) Music. Music instruction shall include skills, 
knowledge, and attitudes and the singing and playing 
of music; listening to and using music; reading and 
writing music; recognizing the value of the world's 
musical heritage; respecting individual musical aspira-
tions and values; preparing for consuming, performing, 
or composing; and using music as an avocation or 
vocation. 
(3) Theatre. Theatre instruction shall encompass 
developing the internal and external resources used in 
the theatre process; creating theatre through artistic 
collaboration; relating theatre to its social context; 
forming aesthetic judgments; and using theatre as an 
avocation or vocation. 
(4) Visual art. Visual art instruction shall include 
developing concepts and values about natural and 
created environments; critiquing works of art; evaluat-
ing relationships between art and societies; analyzing, 
abstracting, and synthesizing visual forms to express 
ideas: making art; and using visual art as an avocation 
or vocation. 
h. Foreign language (!our units). The foreign 
language program shall be a !our-unit sequence of 
uninterrupted study in at least one language. Foreign 
language instruction shall include listening comprehen· 
sion appropriate to the level of instruction; rateable oral 
proficiency; reading comprehension appropriate to the 
level of instruction; writing proficiency appropriate to 
the level of instruction and cultural awareness. 
All high schools shall offer and teach the first two units 
of the sequence. The third and fourth units must be 
offered. However, the department of education may, on 
an annual basis, waive the third and fourth unit 
requirements upon the request of the board. The board 
must document thal a certificated teacher was employed 
and assigned a schedule that would have allowed students 
to enroll. that the class was properly scheduled, that 
students were aware of the course offerings, and that 
no students enrolled. 
i. Vocational education' (ten units). Vocational 
education shall prepare students Cor employment upon 
graduation and for post·high school education. This 
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ro1im in~truction o;hall b 1~ cu0rd1n:1ted w:th field. 
lab1Jratory. or ',\·ork f'XiJeri,·nce. A ;r1ir.imum oi r,ne ·jn:t 
_.;hall he 1Jffered and taught in four of the folio"\"ln)l :1x 
areas: industrial cd•;cation; business and office; home 
ccunom ic;,: agricu I tu re science and tech no log:;; hea: th 
occupations; and marketir,g education. The remaining 
.-ix required units may be 1Jffered and taught in any of 
these six areas. 
I!) lnJustrial education. Industrial education 
inc!udes l\\'O types of pro~rams: industrial technolo;;y 
education and trade and ir.dustrial education. :.1inirm;m 
cor:tent shall include at least one unit of ir.dustrial 
technology education and may ir.clude additional units 
oi trade a!'ld industrial education. 
Instruction in industrial techno!o;ry shall include 
exploration of technological systems. exploration of 
careers in technology, and the continued development 
of technological literacy. It shall provide for deYelopment 
of fundamental knowledge and skills needed to succeed 
in further educational pursuits. It shall consist of 
instruction in at least three of the following systems: 
manufacturing, energy and power, graphic communi· 
cations. construction and transportation. 
Instruction in trade and industrial education shall 
include specialized instruction through trade and 
industrial; technical education at grades eleven and 
twelve and shall prepare students for entry level 
occupations or further technical education. This shall 
involve specialized preparation in occupations explored 
by the technological systems of industrial technology 
education. 
(2) Business and office. Business and office education 
shall include instructional programs that prepare 
individuals for a variety of activities in planning, 
organizing, directing, and controlling all business office 
systems and procedures. It also includes instruction in 
preparing, transcribing, systematizing, and preserving 
written communications and records; preparing and 
analyzing financial records; collecting accounts and 
receiving and disbursing money; gathering, processing 
and distributing information and mail; operating office 
machines and electronic data processing equipment:. 
stDring, distributing, and accounting for inventDries of 
materials; operating telephone switchboards and 
delivering messages; and performing other business 
office duties. 
(3) Home economics. Home economics shall include 
one or both of the following two types or progTams: 
Consumer and homemaking. Instruction tD prepare 
students for the occupation of homemaking. Minimum 
content for a unit shall include instruction in one or more 
of the following: food and nutrition; consumer education: 
family living; parenthood education; child development 
and guidance; housing; home management, including 
resource management; and clothing and textiles. 
Home economics occupations.· Instruction tD prepare 
students for paid employment in home economics related 
occupations. Minimum content for one unit shall be 
instruction in any of the following: food production. 
management, and service; child care aide or assistant: 
clothing. apparel/textiles management. production and 
service; home furnishing and equipment production. 
m:rnagement. and service; and institutional and home 
management support services. 
(~) Agriculture science and technology. Agriculture 
science and technology instruction shall include agr~ 29 
liu~1ne33; l'ntreprenl'1Jrsh1µ: ar.d l'mployment e.xper:•·n· 
CC>. The instructional rrog-ram ~h:ill also inelude at lea~t 
one of the fullowin1.r: an1m:il ~cienct>: crops and soil,;: 
horticulture: diw:rsified ag-ric'Jlture: farm management: 
agricultural mechanics: and conservation of natural 
resources. lnstructi1m shall be provided in problem 
solving and decision making: application of basics: 
corn mun ication; computation; leadership; employability: 
use of the compu~er and other equipment: use of 
community resources; and in~egration of international 
policies and culture. 
(5) Health occupations. Health occupations instruc-
tion shall include the following two types of programs: 
Fundamental instruction to assist students to prepare 
for careers requiring ad·.-anced study. Minimum content 
for one unit shall inc!-Jde career exploration in the 
following areas: direct patier.t care; supportive and 
diagnostic patient care; supportive health occupations; 
and health-related occupations. The program shall 
include terminology; anatomy and physiology: ethical 
and legal aspects of health care: the health team concept; 
and self-care and wellness. Activities to develop 
competencies in first aid, cardiopulmonary resuscitation. 
vital signs. and communication skills shall be 
incorporated. 
Specialized instruction to prepare students for entry-
level careers. Minimum content for one unit for studen~s 
in grades eleven and twelve shall be a balance of 
classroom instruction. laboratory experiences, and 
clinical experiences. Instruction shall be in one or more. 
of the foliowing areas: emergency services; health aide; 
medical-clerical; and allied health. 
(6) Marketing education. Marketing instruction shall 
include the following two types of programs: 
Instruction to introduce students to marketing 
fundamentals, marketing as an economic activity, and 
to prepare students for careers in marketing. Minimum 
content should include marketing principles, economic 
fundamentals of supply and demand, consumer behavior, 
the marketing concept, the marketing mix; fundamen· 
tals of marketing research. and marketing technology. 
Specialized instruction tD prepare students for entry 
level careers or advanced study in marketing. Minimum 
content for one unit for students in grades eleven and 
twelve shall combine classroom study with coordinated 
work experience, laboratDry, or project work. 
Instruction should prepare students for careers in one 
or more of the following occupational areas: sales, 
retailing, marketing supervision and management, 
advertising and promotion, marketing research, distri-
bution. and small business management/ 
entrepreneurship. 
4.5(6) Physical education and health courses exemp-
tion. A pupil shall not be required tD enroll in either 
physical education or health courses if the pupil's parent 
or guardian files a written statement with. the school 
principal that the course conflicts with the pupil's 
religious beliefs. 
4.5(7) Career education. The board shall provide a 
comprehensive career education program. Curricular 
and cocurricular teaching and learning experiences from 
the prekindergarten level through grade twelve shall be 
provided for ail students. The career education program 
shall be infused into the total education program. The 
program shall include. but need not be limited to. 
awareness of self in relation to others and the needs of 
society: exploration of employment opportunities: 
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•xperiences in personal decision making: and exper:-
~~ces to helµ :-tudents integrate_ work values and w0:,k 
;;kills into their lin•s. In the 1rnplernentat1nn of t;,;s 
~tandard. the board shall comply with Iowa Code sernon 
".'30 9. 
- 4.518) Board of directors' responsibility for ensur:n;.; 
rnultici..J!tural. nonsexist approaches lo educational 
pro~rams. This standard applies only t_o public schljl)I 
di,,.tricts. The board shall establish a policy to ensure 
the sch0<JI district is free from discriminatory practices 
in its educational programs. In developing or revisi;.g 
this policy. parents. students. instructional and nonin-
,;tructional staff. and community members shall be 
involved. In addition. each board shall adopt a written 
plan. to be ev~lu.ated and u~da~~ at least e~ery fi\·e 
\'ears. for ach 1eving and maintaining a multicultural. 
~onsexist educational program. A copy of the plan shall 
be on file in the administrative office of the district. The 
plan shall include: 
a. Mu J ti cultural approaches to the educational 
program. These shall be defined as processes which foster 
knowledge of, respect and appreciation for, the historical 
and contemporary contributions of diverse cultural 
groups to society. Special emphasis shall be placed on 
Asian Americans, Black Americans, Hispanic Ameri· 
cans. American Indians. and the handicapped. The 
program shall provide equal opportunity for all 
participants regardless of race, color, age, natior.al 
origin. religion. or handicap. 
b. Nonsexist approaches to the educational program. 
These shall be defined as processes which Coster 
knowledge of and respect and appreciation (or the 
historical and contemporary contributions of men and 
women to society. The program shall reflect the wide 
variety of roles open to both men and women and shall 
provide equal opportunity to both sexes. 
The plan shall also include specific goals and objectives, 
with implementation timelines for each component of 
the educational program; specific provisions ror the 
infusion of multicultural, nonsexist concepts into each 
area of the curriculum developed under the provisions 
of subrule 4.5(14); a description of the in-service activities 
planned for all stare members on multicultural, nonsexist 
education; and evidence of systematic input by men and 
women. minority groups. and the handicapped in 
developing and implementing the plan. In schools where 
no minority students are enrolled. minority group 
resource persons shall be utilized at least annually. A 
description of a periodic, ongoing system to monitor and 
evaluate the plan shall also be included. 
4.5(9) Special education. The board or each school 
district shall provide special education programs and 
services for its resident children which comply with rules 
of the state board of education implementing Iowa Code 
chapters 256, 273. 280. and 281. 
4.5(10) Technology in the curriculum. The board 
shall adopt a plan for the efficient and effective use of 
technology in the instructional program. The plan shall 
provide for the understanding and use or current 
technology by staff and students and shall include a 
procedure to review the district's utilization of technology 
as a teaching and learning tool. 
4.5(11) Global education. The board shall adopt a 
plan which incorporates global perspectives into all areas 
and levels of the educational program so that students 
ha\'e the opportunity to acquire a realistic perspective 
on world issues, problems. and prospects for an 
awarpness of the relatiomhip between an individual's 
self-intl'resl and the concerns of people elsewhl're in tht· 
world. The plan shall include proredure~ fnr a n·\'il'w 
of its l'ffectivcr.ess. • 
4.5112) Provisions fur g-ifted and talented students. 
The board sh ail have a program to meet the ne~ds of 
gifted and talMted students. The prrigram shall inciade 
valid and systematic procedures. employing multiple 
criteria. for identifying gifted and talented students 
including ethnic and language diverse students if such 
students are enrolled: provisions for curricular program· 
ming to meet the needs of identified gifted and talented 
students: support services. including materials and :;taff. 
to ensure that a qualitatively differentiated program is 
provided; and a procedure for annual review and 
evaluation for the purpose of program improvement. 
4.5(13) Provisions for at·risk students. The board 
shall have a program to identify and provide special 
assist.a.nee to students who have difficulty mastering the 
language, academic, cultural. and social skills necessary 
to reach the educational levels of which they are capable. 
The program shall serve students whose aspirations and 
achievement may be negatively affec~d by stereotypes 
linked to race, national origin. language background, 
gender. income. family status. parental status, and 
disability. 
The program shall include strategies for identi(ying 
at-risk students and objectives Ccr providing support 
services to at·risk students. These objectives shall be 
translated into performance objectives for all school 
personnel. The program shall also include provisions for 
in-service training for school personnel; strategies and 
activities for involving and working with parents; 
provisions for monitoring the behavioral. social, and 
academic improvement or at-risk students; provisions for 
appropriate counseling services; strategies for coordinat· 
ing school programs and community-based support 
services: and maintenance or integrated educational 
environments in compliance with federal and state 
nondiscrimination legislation. 
4.5(14) Curriculum development, review, and refine· 
ment. The board shall adopt a policy outlining its 
procedures ror developing. implementing, and evaluat· 
ing its total curriculum. Each curriculum area shall have 
goals; suggested instructional activities. materials, and 
content; and expected student outcomes for each level 
of instruction. The policy shall identify valid, bias·free 
student assessment procedures and the process for 
monitoring student progress. 
This policy shall include procedures and timelines for 
reviewing each instructional program. with attention 
given to interdisciplinary teaching of higher order 
thinking skills. learning skills. and communication skills. 
4.5( 15) Educational program form and content. The 
educational program, as adopted by the board. shall set 
(orth the administrative measures and the sequence of 
learning situations which provide pupils with well· 
articulated. developmental learning experiences Crom 
the date or school entrance until high school graduation. 
4.5(16) Educational program defined. The educa-
tional program is the entire offering of the school, 
including out-of-class activities and the sequence of 
subjects and activities. It is also referred to as the 
program of studies and activities. 
4.5( 17) Curriculum defined. Curriculum is all pupil 
experiences that take place under the gu.ida.nce of the 
school. It describes both the school experiences of an 
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ind1\·1dual pupil :md t~•· ~1rran;.;c1 r:H:nt of a d>~-ier of 
c<>tff~l'~ to be takt<n by gri.-.;p:< of pupils havin.l( a C<Jmmon 
1i:11t·cti,·e, 
~ .. )1 IR) L'n1t. :\ :;r:1: :.~a co·ir,f' which rr:~!:'.LS one uf 
thi.· fol!owing criteria: !ti~ ta'Jg-ht for at least :::oo minutes 
per 11·eek for :io weeks: it is taught for the eriuivalent 
of 1:20 hours of instruct1rm: or it is an equated require· 
n1;;;nt :is a part of an 1r,;,:.vative program filed a~ 
pre~cribed in ~ubr'Jle ~ l!6J. A fractional unit shall be 
c;ilcubted in a manr:er C')nsi!:'tent with this standard. 
:".!u!tiple section courses t:iught at the same time in a 
singie classroom situation by one teacher do not meet 
this unit definition for the assignment of a unit of credit 
with the exception that the second and third years or 
a foreign language may be ta:.ight at the sar:ie time by 
one teacher in a single classroom situation each yielding 
a unit of credit. 
4.5( 19) Credit. A student shall receive a credit or 
a partial credit upon successful completion of a course 
which meets one of the criteria in subrule 4.5(17). The 
board may award credit on a performance basis through 
the administration of an examination, provided the 
examination covers the content ordinarily included in 
the regular course. 
4.5(20) Subject offering. A subject shall be regarded 
as offered when the teacher of the subject has met the 
approval standards oCthe state board of education for 
that subject: instruc~iona! materials and facilities ior that 
subject have been pro\·ided; and pupils have been 
informed, based on their aptitudes. interests, and 
abilities, about possible value o[ the subject. 
A subject shall be regarded as taught only when pupils 
are instructed in it in accordance with all applicable 
standards outlined herein. Subjects which the law 
requires schools to offer and teach shall be made avail.a.ble 
during the school day as defined in subrules 4.2(2). 4.2(3), 
and 4.2(4). 
4.5(21) Guidance program. Each board operating a 
prekindergarten through grade twelve or kindergarten 
through grade twelve program shall provide an 
articulated sequential elementary-secondary guidance 
program to assist students with their personal, educa· 
tional. and career development. Boards operating less 
than a full elementary-secondary program shall provide 
a sequential guidance program covering all gnde levels 
operated. The program shall involve not only counselors 
but also instructional and noninstructional staff, 
students, parents, and community members. Facilities 
offering both visual and auditory privacy for counseling 
shall be provided. Properly certificated staff shall be 
employed at all program levels. 
4.5(22) School media center and required staff. The 
board shall establish and operate a media services 
program to support the total curriculum. Each attend· 
ance center shall have a media center except that 
attendance centers sharing a physical facility could have 
a single media center. The board shall adopt a policy 
and procedure for selection. replacement, gift accep-
tance, weeding. and reconsideration of school media 
center and text materials. The collection shall foster a 
nonsexist, multicultural approach for curriculum studies 
and individual interests. The budget for each media 
center shall include funds for replacing and updating 
materials. 
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Eai:1 media center ~hail be ~uperviscd by a qualified 
media specialist who .,,.,,rks with students. teachers. a:id 
admini~trators. A full range of information sourc,·~. 
associated eriui;imer.t. and ser\·ices from the media 
center staff shall be ava:!:ib!e to students and the facultv. 
Each media center shall be accessible to students 
throughout the school diH·. The school or school distrit:t 
shall develop and imp.lement a curriculum guide 
co'>ering all grade levels operated for instruction and 
reinforcement o( information search and media skills 
integrated with classroom instruction. 
Di\·ision VI 
Activity Program 
6i0-4.6(256) Activity program. The following 
standards shall apply to the activity program or 
accredited schools and school districts. 
-l.6( l) General g-Jidelines. Each board shall sponsor 
a pupil activity program sufficiently broad and balanced 
to offer opportunities for all pupils to participate. The 
program shall be supervised by qualified professional 
staff and shall be designed to meet the needs and interests 
and challenge the abilities of all pupils consistent with 
their individual stages of development; contribute to the 
physical. mental. athletic, civic, social. moral, and 
emotional growth of all pupils; offer opportunities for 
both individual and group activities; be integrated with 
the instructional program; and provide balance so a 
limited number of activities will not be perpetuated at 
the expense of others. 
4.6(2) Supervised intramural sports. If the board 
sponsors a voluntary program of supervised intramural 
sports for pupils in grades seven through twelve. 
qualified personnel and adequate facilities, equipment. 
and supplies shall be provided. Middle school grades 
below grade seven may also participate. 
Division VII 
Staff Development 
670-4. 7(256) Staff development. The following 
standards shall apply to staff development for accredited 
schools and school districts. 
4.7(1) Staff development program. The board shall 
have a plan for staff development. The plan shall provide 
for the professional development needs of the instruc· 
tional ;professional staff. the noninstructional profes· 
sional staCf, the support staff, and educational aides. The 
plan shall include general goals for a three-year period 
and specific objectives and activities for the current 
school year. 
4.7(2) Budget for staff development. The board shall 
annually budget specified funds to implement the plan 
required in subrule 4.7(1). 
These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code 
section 256.17. 
These rules will become effective Crom the standpoint 
of publication in the Iowa Administrative Code. April 
27, 1988. Their effective date for compliance by schools 
and school districts is July I, 1989. as provided by Iowa 
Code. seetion 256.17. 
(Filed 3/4/88. effective 4/27/88] 
[Published 3/23/88] 
EDITOR'S NOTE: For replacement pages for lAC. see !AC 
Supplement. 3/23/88. 
APPENDIX D 
February 17, 1988 
"<S.D.NAME> 
"[ADDRESS] 
"<CITY> , "<STATE> 
Dear Administrator, 
"<ZIP) 
The purpose of this letter is to request an !TBS composite score from your 
current sixth grade class. I am currently the elementary principal of Audubon 
Elementary School in Dubuque and I am working on a dissertation for my doctorate 
at Loyola University of Chicago. You are receiving this letter because of the 
characteristics of your elementary attendance center. Because I know how hectic 
our positions are, I have tried to minimize the time needed to respond. All 
information will be held confidential and in no way will the reporting school be 
identified. Please return the bottom portion of this form in the enclosed self 
addressed envelope. I am requesting the following piece of information. On the 
form below would you please supply the 6th grade average composite score. Please 
indicate if the data is normed from the spring of 1987 or fall of 1987. This 
data can be found on the last page of the list report of pupil scores for your 
sixth grade class. You will notice that it supplies both the national and the 
Iowa scores. I greatly appreciate your assistance and deliberate reply. 
N (no. tested) 
!GE 
IPR/AVG !GE 
NGE 
NPR/AVG NGE 
Basic 
Spring 1987 ___ _ 
"<DIST.#> 
Sincerely, 
Thomas Emrick 
Audubon School, Principal 
COMPOSITES 
Complete 
Mid Year 1987 Fall 1987 
----- -----
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APPROVAL SHEET 
The dissertation submitted by Thomas Alan Emrick has 
been read and approved by the following committee: 
Dr. Max A. Bailey, Director 
Associate Professor, Educational Leadership and Policy 
Studies, Loyola 
Dr. Art Safer 
Associate Professor, Educational Leadership and Policy 
Studies and Associate Dean, Graduate School, Loyola 
Dr. Philip M. Carlin 
Associate Professor, Educational Leadership and Policy 
Studies, Loyola 
The final copies have been examined by the director of 
the dissertation and the signature which appears below 
verifies the fact that any necessary changes have been 
incorporated and that the dissertation is now given 
final approval by the Committee with reference to 
content and form. 
The dissertation is therefore accepted in partial 
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of 
Doctor of Education. 
Q~/2-1 /qfy Date 
